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To Have Polluted Air
The Purchase Area Development
--Distict is filing a formal protest over
the designation of Calloway and six
other counties in the eight-county
region that have been included in a list
of 58 counties that have not been able to
meet state air pollution control stan-
dards.
The list, released by the Kentucky Air
Pollution Control Division named
Ballard, Calloway, Graves, Hickman,
Livingston and Marshall Counties
among 47 across the state not meeting
the federal Environmental Protection
Agency standards for oxidants in the
air. Fulton County was the only PADD
county not designated as in violation of
the standards.
Gail Readel, an administrative
assistant to Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller, said today that the
area development district had taken
action on the matter this week.
"We have asked for a public hearing
on the matter with EPA," Ms. Readel
said.
Many area officials are disturbed
about the ruling because it means that
between now and 1982 the counties
designated as "non-attainment -Sivas"
by the air polution control division will
not be permitted to add industrial
pollution sources unless existing
sources reduce specific pollutants.
Don Elias, natural resources planner
for PADD, told The Murray Ledger &
Times today that the restriction means
that no other industries will be allowed
to locate in the affected counties if the
new plants would increase air pollution
beyond present levels.
Elias said that the Purchase counties
were designated as "non-attainment
areas" because of the amount of
oxidants the state air pollution control
division had determined was in the air
in the area.
Elias questioned the findings of the
state agency, however, and pointed out
that its findings were based On readings
taken on three different days in May
and June of 1977 at monitoring stations
in Paducah and Henderson.
The Purchase Area Development
District is calling for a public hearing
for them (the state and federal agen-
cies) to justify that non-attainment,"
Elias said. Elias said that local officials
are questioning the state agency's
method of computation.
Elias said that letters of protest
would be filed with the EPA office in
Atlanta and that a date for a public
hearing should be set for sometime in
early Spring of 1978.
The rulings evolved from the federal
clean-air act, Elias explained, which
delegates the enforcement of EPA
regulations to state divisions of air
pollution.
"The 1977 amendments to the clean-
air act gives them (the state agencies)
the authority to designate ̀ attainment'
or 'non-attainment'," Elias pointed out.
Elias said that the counties are
judged on five types of pollutants but
that the Purchase counties were only
designated as "non-attainment areas"
because they did not meet the stan-
dards for oxidants. The other types of
pollutants judged are carbon-
monoxide, sulfur-dioxide, particulate
matter and nitrogen-oxides.
A total of 58 counties across the state
have been designated as "non-
attainment areas" with some counties
above the standard for more than one
type of pollutant. In addition to the 47
allegedly violating the oxidant stan-
dard, 10 were reported to be in violation
of the sulfur-dioxide level; 27 in
violation of the particulate matter level
and only one in violation of the carbon
dioxide .standards. No Kentucky
countielwere found to be in violation of
the nitrogen-oxides standard.
Under the EPA guidelines, the state
must now revise its plan to reduce air
pollution to "healthful" levels by July 1,
1982.
The new plan may include a man-
datory auto-exhaust inspection system
for the counties with the worst oxidant
and carbon monoxide problems. The
"worst" counties in this class were
listed as Jefferson, Boone, Kenton and
Campbell.
Elias said that the state must submit
a corrective plan outlining how it plans





Mrs. Bett?Lowry of Murray is one of
two Kentuckians appointed to the
Kentucky. Commission on Human
Rights by Gov. Julian Carroll. Also
appointed to a term, both of which will
expire in 1980, is Mrs. Charles Jones of
Lexington.
The governor also reappointed Mrs.
Betty Fleischaker of Louisville and
James E. Gayheart of Pippa Passes to
the commission.
Mrs. Lowry replaces Ewing P.
Benberry of Kuttawa whose term has
expired and Mrs. Jones replaces
Brenda Harris of Lexington, whose
term also expired.
Oil Foundation Awards MU
$2000 Gas Research Grant
A $2,000 Departmental Assistance
Grant has been awarded to the
Department of Chemistry at Murray
State University by the Gulf Oil
Foundation for research.
Dr. Howell R. Clark, professor of
chemistry at Murray State, said the
grant will be used for a gas
-
GRANT TO MURRAY STATE—Maurice E. Wooten ( right) of Madisonville,
human resources supervisor of Gulf Oil, discusses plans by the Department of
Chemistry at Murray State University for the use of a $2,000 grant by the Gulf
Oil Foundation. Shown with him are Dr. Marshall Gordon standing), dean of
the College of Environmental Sciences, and Dr. Howell R. Clark, professor of
chemistry, to whom he presented the check. The grant will be used for a study
of coal-derived fuels.
chromatographic mass spectrometric
study of coal-derived fuels.
Maurice E. Wooten of Madisonville,
human resources supervisor of Gulf,
delivered the award check to the
campus today and presented it to Clark
and Dr. Marshal Gordon, dean of the
College of Environmental Sciences.
Departmental Assistance Grants
made by Gulf are intended to advance
special projects prbposed by specific
departments in colleges and univer-
sides. Including other sections of its
comprehensive program, Gulf Sfrtti
distribute approximately $3 million in
awards to both students and institutions
of higher education this year.
These funds will provide for un-
dergraduate scholarships, graduate
fellowships, employee gift matching,
capital grants, and various special
grants.
3 SHOPPING DAYS'TiL CHRISTMAS
FIREMAN'S VIGIL — A fireman with Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad maintains a vigil near a burning home in the
Duncantown, area near Almo today. The Richard Holt family lost practically all eir belongings lathe fire that destroyed
their frame home. Cause of the blaze is unknown.
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
Fire Destroys AlmoArea Family's Home
A fire early today gutted a small
frame house in the Duncantown
community near Almo and left the
Richard Holt family homeless.
The family was in the house when the
fire broke out, but managed to escape
uninjured.
Practically all the family's
belongings were destroyed in the blaze.
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad
rushed to the scene but the house was
completely engulfed before the unit
arrived. Firemen with the volunteer
unit-"cooled" the area surrounding the
house with hoses.
A neighbor living about 300 yards
from the Bolts told the newspaper, "My
wife looked out the window and shouted
'Their (the Bolts') house is on fire'. By
that time you could see flames coming
out the roof." the neighbor called the
fire-rescue squad.
Cause of the blaze is unknown, ac-
cording to assistant fire-rescue squad
chief Hal Winchester.
The fire today marks the second in
the county in the last couple of days.
Quick response from the fire-rescue
squad saved a basement-type structure
on Cypress Creek from burning down
Monday afternoon.
Carter Proposes $25-Billion Tax
Cut Package To Spur Economy
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
Carter is proposing a $25 billion tax cut
package intended to spur the economy
and grant relief to taxpayers,
especially those in low-income
brackets, an administration source
says.
Carter put the finishing touches on
the plan Tuesday and will send the
proposals to Congress early next year,
according to the source, who declined to
be identified.
All the tax cut proposals for in-
dividuals and most of those for
businesses would take effect Oct. 1 and
are partially intended to offset the
impact of higher Social Security taxes
that start in 1979.
For businesses, Carter would cut the
maximum income tax liability and
expand investment tax credits. For
Fire-Cured Sales
To Open On Murray
Floors January 11
The fire-cured tobacco market will
open in Murray on Wednesday,
January 11 and in Mayfield on January
12, Holmes Ellis, general manager of
the Western Dark-Fired Tobacco
Growers Association announced today.
After the opening day, %ales will be
held in Murray on Mondays and
Wednesdays of each week.
"An active market is expected and
we're optimistic about --the expected
price," Ellis said.
Ellis said that this year's crop is
estimated at slightly over eight million
pounds, sharply up from last year's six
million pound total.
"It now appears that the great
majority of the tobacco will be sold
across the warehouse floors," Ellis
added.
individuals, the plan would try to
compensate for the increasing tax bite
of recent years.
Carter's plan would reduce.* tax
liability of a typical family Of four
earning $10,000, which now pays about
$375 a year, to between $100 to $150, the
source said. Tax savings for those with
higher incomes would be less, he added.
The president, although not
discussing the plan's specifics, said
Tuesday his package would be
"progressive," simplify the tax
structure and cut costs for everyone.
"With the help of ... Congress in 1978,
we'll have tax reductions which for
every taxpayer will result in a lesser
tax burden even in spite of the fact this
does increase taxes," Carter said as he
signed legislation to bail out the
financially troubled Social Security
system.
Carter is proposing lowering the
current 14 to 70 percent range for ill-
inside toda
dividual tax rates to 12 to 68 percent,
the source said.
More importantly, he added, the
president's plan would replace the
existing $750 personal exemption for
each taxpayer and a $35-per-person
credit with a $250 income tax credit.
Because the credit would be sub-
tracted from the tax bill, it would
benefit lower-income taxpayers more
than upper-income families, the source
noted.
For corporations, the president wants
a two-stage cut in the maximum cor-
porate tax rate from 48 to 4.4 percent,
with 3 percent of the drop taking effect
Oct. 1, and the remaining 1 percent on
Jan. 1, 1980, the source said.
To encourage investment, Carter is
recommending keeping the 10 percent
investment tax credit and letting
businesses use it to offset up to 90
percent of their income lax liability, the
source said.
Y Two Sections— 28 Pages
It took eight years, but a Washington couple this month
received word that they have won their battle against the
IRS. John Cunniff relates the story in his Business Mirror
column on today's Opinion Page, page 4-A.
snow
flurries
Mostly cloudy with a few snow
flurries tonight, low in the mid
teens to around 20. Flurries
ending Thursday morning
becoming partly sunny by af-






















Careful Shopping For Toys, Games Will Insure A Safe Christmas
"Careful shopping for the family
Christmas tree and for games and toys
will help to ensure a safe, merry
Christmas this year, says Holmes Ellis,
chairman of the Calloway County Red
Cross Chapter.
",̀ your Chriitmas. tree could burn
your 4iouse `dgwn, and those new
Chrisas tpgi can Alf,: maim or
electrocute your obildren," Ile said.
Ellis said that safety tips for thp Yule
season are .dissemlnetett, by various
organization every year?:end may seem
painfully familiar-to some people.
"Unfortunately,- deaths end iniurtes
directly or indirectly attributed to
unsafe practices Occur with equally
painful regularity each holiday
season," he said. "So we continue to
issue our reminders, in hopes of
keeping the accident statistics at a
minimum."
Concerning the Christmas tree, Ellis
offers the following precautions:
—When buying a tree, make sure it is
fresh If the needles fall off at the touch,
the tree is too dry. Keep the tree fresh
by making a new diagonal cut in the
trunk about two inches from the bottom
and placing the tree in a stand with a
water-filled container. Replace the
water as it evaporates. This will help
make the tree more fire-resistant.
—Set the tree up well away from
fireplace, stove, radiator or wall.
—Use non-flammable decorations on
the tree and throughout the house.
Never use lighted candles on the tree.
—Before decorating the tree, check
all electrical decorations for frayed.,,,
cracked, or worn insulation, and in-
spect the plug for possible damage.
Electrical fixtures should carry the
approval label of the Underwriters
Laboratory. Be sure not to overload
electrical circuits. Disconnect tree light
before leaving the house or retiring at
night.
Ellis also gave advice about other
live Christmas decorations -The
berries of holly, mistletoe, yew, and
Jerusalem cherry' can cause serous
illnesi if chewed or swallowed." "In a
home with small children, artificial
greenery is recommended."
Many toys have features that are
potentially dangerous, Ellis continued.
"One thing to look out for is whether the
t'toy is covered with lead-based paint.
The child who lickes it could suffer lead
poisoning.
"Another most important con-
sideration in choosing a toy is its
construction and size," he said. "It
should be so durably constructed that
no parts will come off. The toy and its
parts should be large enough so they
cannot be swallowed. A safe criterion is
that the 'toys 'Or itaietzehdble part be
larger than the child's fist.
Even soft, stuffed dolls and anints
offer possible hazards if they have
button eyes that can be pulled or
chewed off and swallowed, he added.
Wire used to form an ear can Protrude
through the fabric and cause scratches.
Toys should be examined also for wood
that can splinter, metal with sharp
edges, or plastic that can break and
leave sharp edges or gragments that a
child can swallow or that can scratch
him.
"Electrical toys offer some hazards
and must be kept in good repair," Ellis
advised. "They should always carry the
UL test label, and should be used under
supetvisfon. An eleCtrie Vain or racing
game should have a circuit breaker on
the transformer and a child should be
taught the correct way to plug and
unplug an electric toy. Play stoves,'
irons, and metal-moulding and woof
burning devices can get hot and should
be handled with care."
Ellis urged parents to take the time to
examine the toys they buy carefully.
"Try to match the toy to the age,
ability, and interest of the child," he
said. "Keep in mind how your child will
use the toy, and ask if it is durable
enough to stand up under rough play,
and what its potential of damage from
misuse is. Although consumer groups
have spught to bring dangerous toys to
the attention of the public, the parents
still have the primary responsibility far
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Orlean Parker Presents
Pro. am At Goshen Meet
The Goshen United
Methodist Church Women met
Wednesday, December 7, at
seven p.m. at the home of
Norma Edwards for the
meeting and Christmas party.
Orlean Parker, program





Public invited to see the live
nativity scene at the Kirksey
United Methodist Church at
seven p.m.
Thursday, December 22
Christmas program will be
presented at the Durward's
Chapel Pentecostal Church,
Highway 94 East, at seven
p.m. Public is invited.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens with sack lunch at
noon and table games at one
p.m.
Friday, December 23
No shopping for senior
citizens will be held today.
The first bird known to
have flown across the
Atlantic was a common tern
that was marked in Maine
and found dead at the mouth
of the Niger River in Africa.
_ "Christmas er
Chaney-Cobb Vows
giving special emphasis—ft— 9
Christmas in Mexico.
The devotion was by
Madalyn Parker with her
subject being "Keeping
Christmas." She read Henry
Van Dyke's article entitled
"Keeping Christmas." Prayer
was led by Obena Hale.
Sue Anne Hutson, president,
presided. Plans were com-
pleted for the Christmas party
for the children at the Reelfoot
Rural Ministry on December
22. Mrs. Hutson asked each
one to pick up the gifts to be
delivered to the shit-ins.
Christmas gifts were ex-
changed and sunshine friends
were revealed. New names
were drawn for the coming
year. Two new members,
Mary Alice Humphreys and
Tonya Elkins, joined the UMW .
group.
Refreshments were served
to twenty-two members and
five guests by the hostesses
who were Anna Wright,
Glenda Wilson, Sue Anne
Hutson, and Norma Edwards,
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Opal Taylor of Murray




Glen Venable of Murray
















































Miss Betty Lynn Chaney,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William C. Chaney of Murray,
and Lexie Eugene Cobb, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry J. Cobb,
Sr., of Newbern, Tn., were




The double ring candlelight
ceremony was performed by
the Rev. Calvin Wilkins of
Murray at seven p.m.
Preceding and during the
ceremony a program of
wedding music was presented
by Mark Wilson, pianist, and
Brenda Moore, soloist.
Selections included "Follow
Me," "And I Love You So,"
and "The Wedding Song."
The sanctuary was
illuminated with cathedral
tapers in brass candelabra,
and two tree candelabra with
pink carnations and white
spider mums intertwined. The
family pews were marked
with white satin bows.
Bride's Dress
The bride, given in
marriage by her father, wore
a formal gown of whi/.e qiana
featuring a Victorian neckline
trimmed with Alencon lace
and accented with tiny seed
pearls. The long tapered
sleeves were adorned with
deep lace duffs. The empire
circular skirt and chapel train
were enhanced with lace.
Completing the bridal
ensemble was a chapel length
veil encircled with matching
lace. She carried a cascade of
red roses, white carnations,
and spider mums.
Miss Linda Chaney, sister of
the bride, was the maid of
honor. Mrs. Brenda McNutt
and Mrs. Jo Ann Gentry, also
sister of the bride, were the
bridesmaids.
Each of the attendants wore
a formal halter gown of pink
and burgundy qiana knit with
hooded capes, and carried
hurricane lanterns encircled
with pink and white car-
nations.
Miss Katie McNutt, nice of
the bride, was the flower girl.
She wore a formal gown and
cape of pink qiana and carried
a pink muff accented with a
pink, red, and white car-
Mr. and Urs.
nation.
Harry Cobb, Sr., father of
the groom, served as best
man. Bubba Cobb and Harry
Cobb, Jr., brothers of the
groom, served as the
groomsmen.
The groom, his attendants,
and the fathers wore
burgundy tuxedoes. Each
wore a white carnation
boutonniere. The groom's
boutonniere was centered with
a red rosebud.
Bubba T. Cobb, nephew of
the groom, was the
ringbearer. He wore a
burgundy tuxedo and carried
a white heart shaped pillow.
Mrs. Chaney chose for her
daughter's wedding a formal
gown of light blue polyester
magic knit. The Elizabethan
neckline and long sleeves
were trimmed with matching
Venise lace. She wore a
corsage of pink carnations.
The groom's mother, Mrs.
Cobb, wore a formal ,peach
qiana gown with matching
sweater. Pink carnations were
William D. Charlton Still Going
Strong At Ninety-Six Years Of Age
William Denton Charlton
was the center of attention
last Saturday at
Meadowview Retirement,
and rightly so, because on
that date he celebrated his
ninety-sixth birthday.
Hale and hearty as a
sixty-year-old. Mr.
Charlton said his only
"ailment", is arthritis,
which forces him to use a
walker to get around. But
he hasn't let that damKny'
his spirits, and keeps ua
lively conversation with his
visitors.
Mr. Chailton was born In
1881 in Hazel, moving to
Graves County in 1882. He
spent seventy-nine years on
the same farm three miles
south of Farmington, on the
Farmington-Tri City High-
way. When his wife died
fifteen years ago, he stayed
with a son, and in recent
months has made his home
at Meadowview. •
He is a long-time member
of the Antioch Church of
Christ, and attended An-
tioch School near his home:
When we asked him what
he remembered from his
school days, he says he
could still name the
presidents, down through
the twenty-sixth, and
proceeded to do so. He
confessed that at one time
he could also quote the
years they served in office,
ii
WILLIAM D. CHARLTON
but that now he didn't
always get the dates just
right.
Expressing thanks for his
excellent health, he said he
had never been in a hospital
in his life, still has excellent
eyesight and his hearing is
only slightly impaired, and
he laughingly added he still
has his own teeth.
Mr. Charlton has one
living son, Wilson Charlton,
a granddaughter, Mrs.
William Evelyn Jean)
Vincent, and two great
grandsons, Mark and Greg
Vincent.
Hasseltine Class Meets At
Garland Home For Program
The Ann Hasseltine Sunday
School Class of the Memorial
Baptist Church met for a
dinner at the Colonial House
; GIFTS for CHRISTMAS
VACUUM CLEANERS From $49 up
ELECTRIC QUICK BROOM From $32.95 up
VISC 
KITCHEN ITEMS & COOKWARE From $2.50 UP* 
* UMW= . PAUL WINSLOW'S
N t71 Si Oteiorair Plata iturra, We Moir Let Yana" Clearer, FM Nada
****************************0
Smorgasbord at six p.m. on
Friday, December 9, with nine
members present.
Following the dinner the
group went to the home of
Willie Garland for the
program and exchange of
gifts.
Zella Covingon directed the
program on the "Christmas
gory" and was assisted by
Pauling Wainscott and Laura
Jennings.
Also present were Lottie
Gibson, Maggie
Modelle Miller, Alme.




used for her corsage.
Mrs. Lea Cobb of Dyer-
sburg, Tn., grandmother of
the groom, wore a blue street
length dress and a white
carnation corsage.
Miss Sue Ann Wade' of
Clarksvill, Ind., attended the
register at the church.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was
held at the Kenlake Lodge.
A pink knit cloth overlaid
with lace covered the table.
The three tiered wedding cake
decorated with pink roses and
white daisies, was the cen-
terpiece which was flanked by
a hurricane lamp on each side.
Greenery with pink daisies
and carnations encircled the
cake and hurricane lamps.
Assisting in the serving
were Mrs. Harry Cobb, Jr.,
Miss Anita Chaney, and Miss
Ona Cobb.
The couple left later for
their wedding trip. The new
Mr. and Mrs. Cobb are now
residing in Dyersburg, Tn.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Cobb;
Sr., parents of the groom,
were hosts for the rehearsal
dinner held on Friday,
November 18, at the Kenlake
4.,odge.
Covers were laid for twenty-
four persons with cut flower
arrangements centering the
table.
Mrs. Baker Speaks Faith
Doran Meeting At Church
Mrs. Jane Baker was
special guest speaker at the
meeting of the Faith Doran
Circle of the First United
Methodist Church Women
held Tuesday, December 13,
at two p.m. in the senior youth
room of the church.
The story, "Christmas Has
A Secret," was presented by
Mrs. Baker in her special
charming way. She brought
greetings to the circle from
her mother, Mrs. Gladys Hale,
Mrs. Hopkins
now a patient at Westview
Nursing Home.
Mrs. Celia „Roberts
introduced Mrs. !taker. Mrs.
Carl Harrison, chairman,
presided and opened the
meeting with a Christmas
story by Norman Vincent
Peale.
A social hour followed in the
social hall of the church.
Refreshments were served
buffet style from the table,
beautifully decorated in the
Christmas motif, to the fifteen
members and two guests.
Hostesses were Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn, Mrs. Carl
Gives Program Rowland, Mrs. AubreyFarmer, Mrs. Ruth Weston,
Mrs. Mettle Parker, and Mrs.
Robert Smith.
Dixie Hopkins presented a
special program on
"Quilting" at the meeting of
the Creative Arts Department
of the Murray Woman's Club
held on Monday, November
28, at 9:30 a.m. at the club
house.
Mrs. Hopkins, a former
member of the department,
shared some of the early
history of quilting and had a
large selection of quilts and
quilt tops on display.
New members welcomed to
the Creative Arts Department
were Toopie Thomas,
Mayrelle Clark, Mary Stone,
and Pam Thornton.
It was announced that
Murray Woman's Club cook-
books will be sold at the
downtown banks daily from
ten a.m. to four p.m. during
the two weeks before
Christmas. _
Hostesses for the social hour
were Kathryn Watson, Deanie
Chrisman, Ginny Crihfield,
Suzanne Doyle, and Edith
Garrison.
000.10146,-To HARNESS
TNE POWEF OF THE SuM,
THE LARGEST SOLAR FuRNACE
IN 'THE UNITED STATE 15 AT
TNE U.5 ARMY'S. W1E SANDS
bArr55iLE RANG W MEW-0
‘0110 504-1,1ERS, seacrALis-rs
S DOUGLAS GOOK' AND DONALD
5N5RP, REGENTL'i BECAME
The Ap_her's FIR51 50r-A re.
FuRarAt.E OPERATORS—MAKIN('
A 70rrAl- OF 15 CERTIFIED
SOLAR FuRNAC.E. OPERATORS
M"rHE /ENTIRE FREE WORLD!





WE ARE NOT ALONE
OSE OUNTERS
OF THE THIRD KIND





Adults 3.00 ChRdren 1.50










2 tablespoons oil  _ 
15-ounce can tomato sauce
12 cup water
"2 cup white wine
1,2 teaspoons sugar
1 and Is-ounce envelope
mild-style spaghetti-
sauce mix with mushrooms
In a large skillet or Dutch
oven, in the hot oil, lightly
brown the chicken. Stir togeth-
er the remaining ingredients
and add. Bring to a boil; sim-
mer, covered and stirring occa-
sionally, until chicken is tender












The Kut N Kurl Beauty Shop
At the Southside Shopping Center has a new owner, Joan
'
NColson. Operators are Paulette Nanney, Jackie Morris and
% 
Jeanette Morgan. We would like to invite you to take ad-
x
• vantage of our Christmas Specials, which will run Dec.19 thru 
22 and Dec. 26 thru 29. All permanents are $2.00 off,
Frostings are $18.00 induding conditioner and set. We are
looking forward to serving you. 1,g•











541 N Central Ctr,
GLENDA JACKSON 
MELINA MERCOURI arigEnds Thur.
NASTY HAD ITS
2 Mims Nitely At All Theatres
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gets madder & madder
& madder!
They're Here!
LIT US ENTERTAIN YOU
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Down Concord U n ---
Writer Remembers Many Tragedies
Of Past Years White-Our &inn
By Estelle Spiceland
December 13, 1977
Always, these last few
years, as Christmas time
nears, it is the saddest time of
the
One sunny December day
we decided to go to Cypress
Creek Restaurant and have a
fish dinner before the closing
season. We enjoyed the good
10°4_114 lacking o* on the
frozen lake, we remembered
the tragic drowning several
years ago of Melvin Oliver, his
wife, and daughter in those
waters.
Then near by on the hillside
we saw the pretty brick home
of our former store keeper
neighbors, Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Elkins, now in a nur-
sing home, leaving another
vacancy. Their daughter,
Mrs. John Warren Dunn,
whose husband drowned, then
moved into a trailer near her
sister, Mrs. Charlie Burkeen,
we heart
Nearihg Concord, as we
returned, we passed the cozy
little cottage once occupied by
two sisters, Mrs. Lenore Jones
and Beatrice Locke, both
invalids now, and moved
away.
So it does not encourage
Merry Christmas thought as
we contemplate on the
changes which the years tring
into all our lives, but as some
Esther Class Of
Cluitthilas Meet
The Esther Class of the
Memorial Baptist Church held
its annual Christmas dinner
on Monday evening,
December 12, at the Ellis
Center.
The tables were decorated
and a tree was lighted. Group
captains were in charge of
decorations and food.
Margaret Jones played the
piano and sang several carols
alone and then was joined by
the class, their husbands, and
guests.
Gifts were given to the
teacher, Lois Sanderson, and
her associate, Mary
All Witten.
poem said, "We have sipped
enough nectar from the roses
of life to make us want to live
on."
Two Concord couples, the
Burbon Albrittens and Oury
Lovins, were among several
retired couples from Michigan
shops who with their former
Highland Park Freewill
Baptist pastor enjoyed a pre-
Christmas reunion at Colonial
House Smorgasbord. After-
wards the choir members and
Bro. Raymond Riggs ac-
companied the Paul Reddens
to their lovely home and min.
Concord's good postmaster,
Tim Graves and wife will
spend the holidays in Florida.
Mrs. Edna Kingins,
assistant postmistress, will
have a few days for Christmas
celebration over the weekend.
The New Concord Church of
Christ parsonage was the
scene of an open house
celebration on the evening of
December 16 with hospitable
hosts, the Ed Davises.
The United Pentecostal
Church of Concord has car-
penters busy with additions to
the front of the building.
The Willie Smiths should
have a Merry Christmas since
they can almost see the smoke
Margaret Roach opened her
home of the meeting of the
Paris Road Homemakers Club
held Tuesday, December 13,
at eleven a.m. This was a
Christmas party and potluck
dinner.
The president, Barbara
White, presided. The devotion
was given by Lucille Grogan.
Reports were given by Sally
Henson, secretary. Each
member gave a hobby she
enjoys on a winter day.
The club voted to sent a
Christmas gift to their shutin
members who are Myrtle
Madrey, Ina Nesbitt, and
Mavis Gibbs.
Amy Wilson directed the
recreational period. At noon a








It's the Isotoner 500 driving glove
of Antron nylon/Lycra0 spandex with
leather trim ....,designed to provide
Iso-massage action for relaxed comfort.
With leather chevron trim, leather strips
on palm. One size fits all. By ARIS.
Priced ot 15.00. Beautift* giftwrapped
FREE as only Bright's knows how! -
curling from both daughter's
chimneys now since the Steve
Larkins have built a big new
house on the hilltop near the
old Rowlett factory site.
The bridge has been out
over Panther Creek on the
road from Concord highway to
Pottertown, but is now
repaired and in use. This was
a great disadvantage to school
bus drivers, mail carriers,
and all the people' who have
detoured for weeks.
The creek undermining the
bridge abutments reminds us
how the lowering of standards
of morality and the ignoring of
the Ten Commandments in
this modern age can increase
the crime rate in our land, and
undermine the principals of
our ancestors.
A new year will soon begin.
The old year left great marks
of progress, but also cruel
scars.
Our wish for all is that the
peace and goodwill which
prevails during the Christmas
season will live on in the
hearts of everyone, and
though we do not know about
tomorrow, may He whose
birthday we celebrate the 25th
always hold our hand.
followed
County Senior Citizens held a
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
Community Center.
Decorations were pine cones,
holly, greenery and fall
flowers with Lalla Boyd and
Madie Vaughn in charge.
Ms. Mona Purdom, a nurse
gifts. ..from the West Kentucky
by the exchange of
Also present were Robbie
Blalock, Topsy Brandon, Alice
Steely, Ola McIntosh, Lydia
Sue Collins, Della Taylor,
Louise Dunn, Mary Alice Gee.
Reble Steely, members;
Saustine Walker, Charlene
Curd, Mattie- lAe- - Buster,
Jeanette Williams, Linda
Roach, Little Miss Joy Roach,
Anna Lou Coleman, and Jean
Cloar, home agent, were
guests.
Mrs. Buster and Mrs. Curd
joined the club at this
meeting.
The next meeting will be
held at the home of Mattie Lee
Buster with Louise Dunn as
hostess on Tuesday, January
10, at one p.m.
Allied Service and Project
Independence, took the blood
pressure of the fifty person
prior to the luncheon.
Meda Jackson, Daisy
Wickoff, Mildred Barnett, and
Minnie Belle Sharder were
recognized for having bir-
thdays in November and the
group sang Happy Birthday to
them.
Others attending were W. 0.
Vaughn, 1..ela Culp, Christine
Thurman, Billie Marose,
William Maros, Ruby Harris,
Susie Workman, Ruby Webb,
Hazel Locke, Rubena Dawes,
Novie Hale, Carrie Hicks,
Nellie Bell, Ethel Walker,
Ambie Willoughby, Pauline
Cooper, Elvie Carson, Quint
KAPPA CHILDREN'S CHRISTMAS PARTY — Children of the members of the Kappa
Department of the Murray Woman's Club gather around as gifts are distributed by
Santa Claus at the party held by the department on December 6 at the club house
This is an annual event by the department. Serving refreshments were the hostesses —
Sheila Grogan, Marilyn Adkins, Ann Carr, Lynette Hunt, Donna Keller, Pat Miller, Shirley
Morton and Janet Ward.
Four Seniors Are Honored
At Luncheon Held At Center





Phelps, Samuel Nanny, Ola
Clayton.
The list also includes Nola
Chrisman, Blanche Larson,
Lad Larson, Hilda Maupin,
Ellie Jones, Thelma
McDougal, Clara Rand, Let
Rand, Trava Washer, Florene'
Erwin, Willie Emerson,
Flossie Snow, Alma Cooper,
Harold Marvin, Marie Mar-
vin, Ray Ralph, Ellen
McKenney, Ira McKenney,
Robert Burnham, Rebecca
Weter, Hildred Sharpe, Mina
Ramsey, Corn Shekell, Floy
- Caldwell, Autry Lange, Dan
Mears, Mary Mears, Clinton




Director, Nete Burnham, area
director, and Marian Mixon,
bus driver, and Mr. and Mrs.
Man Blaustine.
This Christmas give the gift of love beautiful fashions •
horn VANITY FAIR Plunge into the sparkling night with
a gorgeous long gown with matching robe 
of Antron III
nylon tricot Both in sizes 32 to 38 in butter cream 
ond heaven blue.
The robe at 20.00 and the gown at 15.00; matching
scuffs available in sizes SML, butter cream a
heaven blue at4.00. At for right, o plush wrap
mbe with lace trim oround the collar in Du Pont t
polyester, sires 8 to 18 in pink sand at 45.00.
At left, holf•slip in short, average and toll In
white, espresso, condleglow and powder Puti 6100.
Matching bra in 32-36 ABC in espresso, 11.SO;
matching bikinis in 4-7, all color's at 3.25.
Full slip in short, overage and toll in white,
condleglow, pink sand and sea spray in sizes
32 to 42 at 1/.00; Marching brief in 47,
some colors available ot Lit Hurry in today,
and see our complete collection from VANITY
FAIR for the best Christmas aver!'
. Double duty
Low-heeled flats are essen-
tial if you're looking for one
pair of, shoes to wear with
both pants and skirts.
1)orothy (;roup Of Church Holds Meet
it Outland Home; Program Given
Mrs. Brent Outland opened "Sweet Little Jesus Boy" '‘
her home for the meeting of accompanied by Mrs. Knight.
of-the rtrst----Mrs.—Osorge—Etray, group
Baptist Church Women held chairman, led in prayer for
Tuesday, December 6, at 10:30 the week of prayer and Lottie
a.m. Moon CVistrnas offering.
Those present were
Mesdames Durwood Beatty, '
George Gray, G. M. Knight?-
Homer Miller, Keith Morrb70-
Hillard Rogers, George •
Shoemaker, Hugh Noffsingere:
Hugh Oakley, Castle Parker:
Theron Riley, Eugene Tarry, -
Martha Kirk, and Brent
Outland, hostess.
Before lunch the group went
to Fern Terrace to take gifts
and sing Christmas carols.
Mrs. G. M. Knight was in
charge of the program at Fern
Terrace and at the Outland
Home. Miss Martha Kirk,
guest, sang two Christmas
solos, "Lully Lullay" and
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Woodrow Hick of
Murray Route Six has been
dismissed from the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. C. D. Cook of Hazel has





Onyx Newsome of Kirksey
Route One has been a patient
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Fred Tucker of Murray
Route Seven has been a
patient at Lourdes Hospital,
Paducah.
- Available frt any ctenominatlan, a OlfeCertilitale-frone &On allows -
he, to select the right sue, Color and stye* she prirfors. Md. • 
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Washington Today By DONALD M. ROTHBERGAssociated Press Writer
(API — Whenever
_ something good happens in Wall Street
these days, the shadow of Arthur F.
Burns is apt to be glimpsed offstage. If
something bad happens, Wall Streeters
often look toward President Carter.
.There was a bond market rally one
day last week and sage observers were
quick to attribute it to a rumor —
nothing more Than a rumor — that
- Carter was about to reappoint Burns as
chairman of the Federal Reserve
Board. The chairmanship falls vacant
on Jan. 31.
A month earlier, Carter himself had
sparked the biggest, if shortlived, stock
market rally of the year when he voiced
a few kind sentiments about Burns at a
news conference.
Those whose blood pressures gyrate
as Burns rumors come and go should
repair to a quiet corner with a copy of
the Carter "Promises Book." This is
the official compilation of commit-
ments the Georgia farmer made during
his three-year effort to change his
occupational shoestyle from brogans to
wingtips.
Some readers might prefer to sit
down before opening to Page 6, where
the promises include lower interest
rates and "an expansionary fiscal and
monetary program in the near future,
with some deficits if necessary, to
reduce unemployment more rapidly."
Offer a chair, for example, to Henry
Ford II, who recently suggested,
"From a businessman's standpoint, it
would be unfortunate if Arthur Burns
weren't reappointed."
While Burns' tarm as chairman of the
Federal Reserve Board expires at the
end of next month, his tenure as one of
the seven governors of the Fed does not.
His term on the board extends until
1984.
There is speculation Burns would
resign from the board if Carter chose a
new chairman. But there also are
suggestions that if the new chairman is
not to Burns's liking, he might decide to
stick around and try to influence the
course of the Fed.
The plain fact is that Burns, a 73-
year-old Republican, has spent a long
lifetime developing a coherent, some
would say rigid, set of economic
principles that clash directly with one
of Carter's first "goals and principles"
as recited in the volume of prOmisei.
Carter went on record in April 1976 as
favoring "a monetary policy which
encourages lower interest rates and the




"Lower interest rates" is one of the
buzz phrases of populism, not con-
servative Republicanism. It also
delineates an issue that prompted the
most publicized confrontation to date
between Burns and the administation.
As the Federal Reserve Board took
successive steps early this fall to nudge
interest rates higher, White House
reporters were told on Oct. 20 that "if
short-term interest rates were to in-
crease substantially further,"
economic expansion could be aborted.
To Burns and a majority of the board
he dominates, low interest rates at a
time of economic expansion spell in-
flation. But what Burns sees as
expansion is viewed by Carter & Co. as
economic recovery from recession.
It seems unlikely, to say the least,
that the differing perspectives of the
president and the Fed chairman ever
could be made compatible.
inion Page
'MARTIN
HEARTL1NE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. ff
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
Q. I had my sixty-second birthday in
June and my husband- will have his
sixty-eighth in January. I am covered
under my own Social Security for
working years for the minimum
coverage and my husband is still
working and has always received the
maximum in salary.
- I am contemplating applying for my
own benefits at this time, but I do not
want to jeaportize any benefits I might
receive as a widow. I have been told
that if I apply at this time, I have to
apply for the wife's benefits. If my
husband should retire before I am 65,
then I would go onto the reduced wife's
benefits which would also mean if I am
widowed before 65, I would have a big
reduction in widow's benefits.
I would also like to know if I do not
collect on either my own or the wife's
_benefits before 65, whether I could
collect on my own until age 65 and then
to on full widow's benefit at that time.
— D. W.
Fi 1.ihn ( till ruff
Beats IRS
NEW YORK (AP) — Phil and Sue
Long have won. They beat the odds, the
cynics, and the human susceptibility to
anger and despair at injustice. They
beat the Internal Revenue Service.
It took eight years. They did it in the
courts, acting as their own attorneys;
with newspaper advertising; with the
sympathetic advice of experts in tax
law who felt the IRS was unjustly
punishing them.
Phil Long, 61, is a Bellevue, Wash.,
real estate man. His wife, Sue, 34, is a
doctoral, candidate at the University of
Washington. On Dec. 2 they received
word from the U.S. Court of Appeals,
Ninth Circuit, that they had won their
battle.
It began in 1969, when the IRS
declared the Longs really weren't in the
real estate business but instead were
operating a personal holding company,
sometimes " called an "incorporated
pocketbook," and owed back taxes of
$42,000. The Longs were aghast.
Through two corporations they were
owners, managers or real estate
contract holders of 47 duplex houses left
to the Long family by his father, a
builder and real estate man.
If they conceded that indeed they
were operating a "pocketbook," at-
tempting to hide personal expenses as
costs of doing business, they would
have to pay taxes at a rate of 70 per
cent, a figure aimed at discouraging
such ventures.
Phil Long had been paying himself
$600 a month to manage the business.
The IRS reduced his pay to $150. Long.
had beeddeducting his subscription to
the Wall, Street Journal. Disallowed,
said the IRS.
At one point the IRS threatened them
with a jeopardy assessment in which it
would have administratively seized his
assets without a court review, Long
said.
The Longs felt they had little choice
but to fight, since their income was
insufficient to pay taxes of the sort
demanded. Most of the houses, which
they were selling to tenants, were
heavily mortgaged.
Long, greying and intense, took out
an advertisement in The Washington
Post, where IRS officials would be sure
to see it, and in it he-iiescribed his
battle. By February 1975 he had run 13
ads.
Meanwhile, he and Sue attacked the
IRS through the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act. Tbey won a court ruling
that opened sections of the IRS internal
procedures manual to the public.
In all, the Longs say they won eight
freedom of information suits against
the IRS, that the IRS conceded on
another point and that two cases are
pending. The jeopardy assessment
activities of the IRS were all but ended
by the Tax Reform Act of 1976.
They wrote letters to influential
people. They took 18 trips to
Washington to testify, seek information
or to negotiate. They assimilated vast
amounts of research material. They
learned the law and the courts system.
In Tax Cou,rt they won a ruling that
restored Phil's monthly pay of $600.
Eventually only one of the 33 IRS
claims remained.
The Longs appealed the personal
holding company designation to the
U.S. Court of Appeals. In a 2-1 decision
the court on Dec. 2 said the IRS was in
error. "Discriminatory enforcement,"
said one judge. "Incorrect legal con-
clusion," said another.
Asked if she felt triumphant or just
relieved, Sue Long, who handled the
oral arguments, replied: "Just numb."
She and her husband had spent between
$20,000 and $30,00, she said, even though
much legal advice was contributed
without charge.
There was another expense, said Phil
Long. During this time, he said, he was
afraid to act in any other business way.
A former insurance man, "I might have
gone back into insurance, but this (the
defense) was just too big to do as a
sideline."
"If this had gone against us it wOuld
have taken everything," he said. It was
tough to live with fear, he said, "but we
didn't think it would take this long."
There were anger and frustration,
said Sue Long, but "life went on; you
can't let yourself be eaten up." And
finally triumph.
The Longs are celebrating -with
another ad scheduled for today's
Washington Post. The 14th, it relates
how "The court's sweet words mean we
won 100 percent, and owed IRS not one
dime in additional tax."
A. If you want to draw Social Security
benefits on your own record at age 62
you will have to take a reduction in
benefits. At age 62 you would get 80
percent of your age 65 benefits. If you
sign for your own retirement benefits
and your husband is not drawing his,
you are not eligible to draw wife's
benefits. When you do decide to draw
Social Security wife's benefits, you
have to sign up for them — you are not
automatically put on Social Security
wife's benefits. 11
Once a person starts drawing his or
her Social Security retirement at a
reduced rate, that person will continue
to receive this reduced rate as long as
they are drawing benefits. This also
means he or she will get reduced rates
if he or she goes on wife's or widow's
benefits at age 65, if they have started
any Social Security benefits early. But,
of course, you have to take into con-
sideration that if you do take early
Social Security benefits at a rate
reduction you will also be drawing for
three more years than if you wait until
you are 65.
If your husband never received any
Social Security benefits, then as a
widow, your percentage of his benefits
are figured on his unreduced, age 65
benefit. If your husband was drawing
Social Security benefits at his death,
then your widow's benefits percentage
is based on the amount of money he was
drawing. If you are age 65, and become
a widow and haven't drawn any Social
Security benefits, then you'd be entitled
to 100 percent of your deceased
husband's benefit.
Q. I am a 64-year-old widow and am
interested in joining a pen pal club. Do
you know of any such clubs? — S.F.
A. Headline has developed pen pal
club exclusively for people over the age
of 50. "Heartline's American 60 Club"
has been in existence for over three
years and has thousands of members
throughout the country. For complete
information and an enrollment card,
write "Heartline's American 60 Club,"
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. Please enclose a long, self-




By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 21, the
355th day of 1977. There are ten days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1620, the Pilgrims
went ashore from the Mayflower at
Plymouth, Mass.
On this date:
In 1898, radium was discovered by the
scientists, Pierre and Marie Curie.
In 1945, U.S. General George Patton
died from injuries suffered in a car
accident in Heidelberg, Germany.
In 1958, Charles de Gaulle was elected
to a seven-year term as the first
President of the Fifth Republic of
France.
In 1960, Saudi Arabia's Premier Emir
Faisal resigned, and King Saud took
over full control of the government.
In 1962, the United States and Britain
called for the creation of an in-
ternational nuclear force to protect the
North Atlantic area and invited France
to take part.
In 1971, the Austrian diplomat, Kurt
Waldheim, was chosen U.N. Secretary-
General.
Ten years ago: The first heart
transplant patient, Louis Washkanaky,
died 18 days after undergoing surgury
by a team of doctors in Cape Town,
South Africa.
Five years ago: The Pentagon
disclosed that four more American B-52
bombers had been lost in raids against
North Vietnam, bringing the toll to
eight over a four-day period.
One year ago: Egypt and Syria held a
summit conference on how to ac-
celerate * new Arab drive for a peace
settlerneent with Israel.
Today's birthdays: U.N. Secretary-
General Kurt Waldheirn is 52 years old.
Actress Jane Fonda is 40.
•
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"oi.1 ikeu.,Thlo our CF THREE AIN'T FAD! "
Loolc}n(BaCk
10 Years Ago
Edwin Crawford and his wife, Daisy
Williams Crawford, of Murray Route
Two died from injuries sustained in a
two car accident near Palma about
three p.m. yesterday.
Another death reported was Mrs.
Sarah Putnam.
First Lt. Oscar J. Jennings is pic-
tured as he receives a special award for
exceptional performance at the annual
Inspection of Kentucky's 100th Division.
The award was presented to him at
Louisville.
"Lots of folks have decorated their
homes for the yuletide season," from
the column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
Hazel Tarry of Highland Park, Ill.,
will spend the holidays with her sister,
Mrs. Stanford Andrus and Mr. Andrus,
and her brothers, Mack Thomas and
Eugene Tarry and wives.
"Operation Kid Brother" starring
Neil Connery is showing at the Capri
Theatre.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Hospital has received
notification that it is now fully ac-
credited by the Board of Com-
missioners of the Joint Committee on
Accreditation of Hospitals, according to
Bernard C. Harvey, administrator.
William T. Thomas, minister in
charge of St. John's Episcopal Church,
Murray, was ordained to the priesthood
of the Episcopal Church in the service
of ordination conducted by the Rev. C.
Gresham Marmion, Episcopal Bishop
of Kentucky held at the College
Presbyterian Church this morning.
Fred Schultz, principal, and Dub
Russell, driving instructor and
assistant coach, Murray High School
spoke on "Driver Training At the
School" at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club.
Births reported included a girl,
Ronda Kay, to Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Clark on December 6; a girl, Glenda
Sue, to Mr. , and Mrs. Nathan David
Roberts on December 6; a girl, Reta
Alene, to Mr. and Mrs. Carves Paschall
on December 5.
"Stagecoach To Fury" starring
Forrest Tucker and "Cha Cha Cha
Boom" are 'showing at the Murray
Drive In Theatre.
30 Years Ago
• James D. McClure, Robert W. Smith,
Kenton Woodall, Guy Boggess, Ralph
Wilcox, Albert Clayton, Lowell Jones,
Ivy Culver, and Lee Jackson were
elected as officers of Local Inter-
national Moulders and Foundry
Workers Union, A.F. of L., at the
Murray Manufacturing Company.
Mary Frances Williams, Janet
Smith, and Lochie Fay Hart, Murray
Girl Scouts, spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club.
In high school basketball games
Murray High beat Paris, Tn., and St.
Mary's beat Murray Training School.
Jeffrey got eight for Murray High and
Ralph Boyd got seven for Murray
Training as high scorers for the night.
The Pottertown Homemakers Club
met in the home of Mrs. Clayburn
McCuiston with Mrs. Lucy Boatwright
and Mrs. Gray Roberts presenting the
lesson.
Tim Holt in "Thunder Mountain" is
showing at the Capitol Theatre.
Bible Thought
Thou shalt neither vex a stranger, nor
suppress him: for ye were strangers in
the land of Egypt. — Exodus 22:21.
Today people are moving from one
community to another at an un-
precedented rate. Therefore it is im-
portant for each one of us to welcome
the newcomers and to move into our
neighborhoods and help them to know





,ifurray Ledger & Times' Editur
The following editorial appeared in
this morning's edition of The (Mem-
phis) Commercial Appeal. Even though
it is written from the standpoint of a
Tennessee newspaper looking at a
Tennessee governor, we think the
points made apply equally to every
state and every elected official in our
country.
The Editorial is as follows:
THE POSITIVE APPROACH
With deep and fervent feeling, we
share Gov. Ray Blanton's lust for
"positive" news.
No question about it. "Negative"
news is depressing. We weary of
reading it. We weary of people like the
governor who creat so much of it.
But, you know, Governor, it's not the
questions that are negative.
It's the answers.
Now. Governor Blanton, questions
concerning the ethics, the finances, the
travels, the work habits, the com-
munications, the contacts and even the
personal behavior of you or any other
elected or appointed government figure
must be asked. People hear stories,
rumors, and want to get the facts
straight. So they ask. Positive answers
are what they want to
hear—documented, of course.
It's gotten so people want proof that
the news really is positive, just as they
demand the facts to back up any
alarming and disheartening in-
formation.
That's why legislative bodies from
time to time feel compelled to conduct
investigations into other branches of
government. That's why impeachment
proceedings occasionally occur.
Since you, the governor of Tennessee,
have written President Carter urging
him to follow your "unprecedented
approach to setting up guidelines" for
members of the press, thereby
declining "to entertain any questions
pertaining to the negative aspects of
state news," it might be wise to refresh
your memory.
Think what you will, this is no
precedent.
Can you so soon have forgotten the
onetime governor of Maryland who, as
vice president of the United States,
scorched the "nattering nabobs of
negativism" in the press? That was just
before he pleaded "no contest" in court.
And maybe it's slipped your
recollection that Memphis' late
political boss, Ed Crump, used to buy
ads to publish lengthy statements that
newspapers refused to run in full.
Mayor Frank Rizzo of Philadelphia
and former Mayor Peter Flaherty of
Pittsburgh (briefly a Carter appointee
in the U.S. Justice Department) have
been known to complain bitterly of
negative news and Flaherty cut himself
off from all reporters except those who
asked him only the questions he wished
to answer.
Then there were two recent Memphis
mayors, William Ingram and Henry
Loeb, who left deep footprints for you,
Governor Blanton, to follow in your
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quest for only the best of all news.
Noting your remarks about the value
of your far-flung travels in acquiring
investment for Tennessee, let us say
that we do sympathize with you and
your fellow travelers. When one or the
other of you has been out promoting
trade all day in that bustling city of
Tokyo, who would begrudge a 50-
minute rubdown at the Goto Massage in
the Imperial Hotel? It's just that the
taxpayers of Tennessee, who can't
always afford similar luxuries -tor.
themselves, don't think they should pay
for it.
And we don't say it isn't good that you
look for the bargain rate when hiring
limousines. It's simply that your im-
mediate predecessor, while he
traveled, too, got by more modestly in
taxis. So do many other governors. Isn't
that positive?
4As for your comment that Tennessee
has "the most beautiful topography
there is in the nation," that may be
positive, but what's the question? And,
yes, Tennessee has good people, also.
You are not alone, either, in being
"proud to be called an American."
But newspapers just can't reprint
topographical maps of the state every
day. And most of us know the Pledge of
Allegiance by heart.
*Ong of the good people of
Teessee, could they be the same ones
you spoke of when asked last Sept. 15
why you thought they were so upset
over your promise to pardon the con-
victed double murderer who was the
son of one of your political pals?
"Because they're stupid, and you
haven't done your homework," was
your reply.
Having said that, it must be added
that Ray Blanton is not editing the news
for this or any other newspaper.
Whether answers are negative or
positive, people of Tennessee are going
to continue to demand that questions be
asked. And the members of the press
will try to do their homework.
If there is good news, Blanton can
produce it by answering the $38,000
question. The burden is on him. He
cannot evade it by trying to blame the
press for bad tidings just because some
reporters took a long look at the
spending records.
Nor can he claim the positive news is
missed when he won't even respond to
questions he doesn't approve.
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger & Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the mailing addresses:
Sea, Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Off ice, .753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEI.
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 or by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators




Rep. Kenneth C. lines
291 S. 3rd Street
Miirray, Ky. 42071
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Stamps For Low Income
FRANKFOR.T-Ay. ( AP) —
Gov. J11411 Carroll says the
state 'Cannot afford to
eliminate the sales tax from
all utility bills, but the
governor says he is wrestling
with the idea of energy stamps
for low and fixed-income
Kentuckians.
Carroll told a Tuesday news
conference that he and his
staff have been looking at the
stamps as an alternative to
proposals for eliminating the
sales tax on utility bills. He
said they would be. used to
supplement the home heating
bills and would actually reach
more needy people than the
sales tax elimination.
Carroll touched on several
areas in the wide-ranging
news conference. He an-
nounced he has set a target
date of Jan. 16 for presenting
what he termed "a tight, but
sound and progressive"
budget to the General
Assembly; suggested that
state agencies pay for state
audits so the auditor's office
could be better funded and
more independent; and said
he is disappointed with the red
tape involved in the current
coal severance tax economic
development program, and
will seek changes.
Carroll also announced he
had signed executive orders
Tuesday creating a new De-
partment of Building, Housing
and Construction, with state
Fire Marshal Bob Estep as the
acting commissioner, and ex-
panding the University-- of -
Louisville's Board of Trustees
by five members.
Carroll said the state cannot
afford to absorb the huge costs
of a complete elimination of
the sales tax on all utilities
and such  an_eliminatiorLwould
actually benefit the rich more
than the poor.
• "Taking the tax off utilities







pay large utility bills; that is,
to the rich," Carroll said. "It
is least beneficial to those who
pay small utility bills; that is,
the poor.
"I think it is a much
stronger concept than the
broad brush of taking the tax
off everyone," Carroll said of
the energy stamps.
Rep. Larry Hopkins,.R-Lex-
ington, who has been elected
to the Senate for the 1978
session, has pre-filed a bill to
remove the five percent sales
tax from all utility bills.
Carroll said he thinks the
state can afford to put bet-
ween $3 million and $5 million
into such a program and could
possibly attract some federal
funds.
He said his staff has found
no similar plan in any other
-state and he thInTil— the-
General Assembly would have
time to get the stamps into the
hands of those eligible before
the end of the current winter
by acting early and utilizing
current state welfare rolls.
"This is a reasonable and
practical possible situation,"
Carroll said. "But I don't be-
lieve anyone has seriously
suggested the state can absorb
the cost of taking off the tax on
all utilities."
In discussing the proposed
Police Nab
Napping Thief
CHICAGO (API — Police
said the driver of a robbery
getaway car apparently was
sleeping when he should have
been stepping on it, foiling a
$5,000 service station holdup.
Police said two men ordered
service station attendant Mi-
chael Svitek to open a safe
Monday. Svitek was then tied
with electrical cord.
The robbers fled, police
said, and Svitek freed himself
and called officers. A squad
car was two blocks away and
officers said they saw two men
running.
When one of the bandits,
who was carrying the loot,
arrived at the getaway car, he
found the driver asleep. The
driver, rudely awakened, got
scared and ran, police said.
The two bandits and the
driver were arrested, officials
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budget for the next two fiscal
years, Carroll said its
preparation "has been an
extremely difficult task. It
will be a tight budget,
probably one of the tightest
enacted by the Com-
monwealth in some time.
"But I still feel it is sound
and progressive," Carroll
said. "And it will continue the
excellent economic growth of
the state in the last few
years."
-The governor said the Cal
severance tax package passed
by the 1976 General Assembly
to return part of the tax to coal
counties has been bogged
down in bureaucratic red
tape.
"I am somewhat disap-
pointed in the flow of dollars
and the initiation of projects
under that program that has
resulted from some of the red
tape we initiated in drafting
- the legislation ourselves,"
Carroll said.
"We need to rewrite that
whole program to the point it
makes it much simpler for our
local economic development
committees to initiate their
programs and secure funding
for their programs."
State Auditor George Atkins
has asked for substantial in-
creases in funding for his de-
partment and Carroll said he
has no argument that the
office should be independent.
He said a proposal he is put-
ting forward would "give the
auditor the full ability to hire
as many auditors as he wants
and do as many audits as he
wants." He said that would be
to charge state agencies for
their audits.
Currently the auditor's
office receives a General
Fund appropriation from the
legislature and conducts -Tree
audits of state agencies,
although units of local
government are charged for
their audits.
Other topics touched on by
Carroll during the news
conference included:
—He will propose legislation
in the 1978 General Assembly
for state inspection of earth
dams and has placed funds in
the budget for the repair of
earth dams.
—That changing the state
gasoline tax from a cents-per-
gallon basis to a percentage of
-a dollar. per gallop has proven
to be unworkable in' bill drafts
his office attempted during
the last session.
---A report to be released
soon will show Kentucky is not
in the danger from bonded in-
debtedness that some people
fear.
ALBANY, N.Y. ( AP) — A
19-year-old woman from
suburban Colonie has been
sentenced to two years
probation for embezzling
money from the bank where
she worked.
And where will the con-
fessed embezzler get the
money to repay the bank?
From a loan at The First
National Bank of Scotia,











Model 7511: Chuck Size Inches Si; Speed RPM. Variable
0-1000 Reversing; Motor-Amps 52; Watts 598; Drilling
Capacity (inchesi Wood 1 ; Steel Si; Gear Reduction
3-Stage; Length ( inCheS ) 10, Net Weight an. 4
Motor - Amps 53: Watt. Mill; Speed RPM -Variable 0-310
Reversing. Pistol Grip No. 12 Threat Cutting 3/4" Self.
milling 3/4" Lesight (Inches) 11. Net Metght (lbs.) 3/4;
Shipping Weight Obi 153/4
Motor - Amps 5.2; Watts 598; Speed RPM . 20)0 Rev,
sing. Pistol Grip No 12. Thread ('utting 3/4- Self -Drillin):
ve Lemeht (inches) 1-1: Net Weight Mae.) 3..4 Shipping




Powerful 13/4 hp burnout-
protected motor; rugged, die-
cast aluminum housing. Safety
switch and guard stop, 5300 rpm
cutting speed. Combination blade
8: wrench. Weighs 91,s lbs. 44/574
Oszer
ELECTRIC FONDUE
Thermostat keeps it safely, consistent*
hot without scorching. Incl 6 4olor-key
forks plus cookbook. 30/691-14. ..28.1111
"Watts Pizzeria" Maker
Enjoy a "pima da action- plus
the convenience and economy
of doing-it-yourseff. Also cooks




8-pc stainless ter easy dorm* with capper
bottoms for even heat. lad. I- and 2-41.
covered saucepans, lit. cowed Dutch
even, lr skillet (shares covet) and doable
boiler inert 38/304.
HOT DOGGER





Cooks up a burger in jest minutes. Inner grid
flips for grilling anything you can put between
2 slices of bread! 26/2108W0 $1 0$8
ACTO
12.95
KNIFE & TOOL CHEST
The all.rostrrd craftsman , hobbyist kit.
Ind. 3 knives, blades, gouges. routers
end were Weed rase 46 86
5.25
iNGRAVING TOOL
Use like a pencil. Hard tungsten car-




Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Only!
*Star Wars Toys &
Games Not Included
FRY BABY
DEEP FRYER FRY DADDY
Deep fries Ito 2 servings in 2 cups of oil. Family size---4 servings in 4 cups of oil. In-
27/FBD-1 cl. scoop. 27/FDF-1
inuatuott BEACH DOUBLE MAC
Lets you cook twice as much as the Little Mac! Reversible
grids for burgers and sandwiches. 26/493WD
CORDLESS SOLDERER
With AC recharges. Heats isp in II
or4s. 3 solder tips. 401WC1011-K.
We larim, seam* purpose sot
THERMO GLUE GUN
Dispenses Net malted glue by trigger
control. Thermestat. ildp check raise




A complete 2-i.-1 com-
pact, portable atljourpose
electric welder wpm CM
use. Works as an electric arc
welder for fast, high wealth
metal welds or es a 5000' carbon arc flame torch.
Ind. 50-aerp. electric welder and cables. arc welder;
cable torch, helmet. brazing rod, copper-clad
carbons, electrodes sod instructions 47(1050
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.
(D) Instapuret Water Purifier
Mould to tercet to purify and clean water
by remeviag chlorine, organic chemicals end


















Includes enclosed stand and belt
guard plus • HP heavy duty, capacitor
Start motor with push button switch •
Superior upper blade guide construc-
tion • Smooth running magnesium
wheels • Rugged 14" x 14' table •
Lubricated-tor-life ball bearings •
Exact tension blade scale • Exclusive
. "Lock-in- table insert
SPECIFICATIONS
Overall (Weenalons: Width 25".
Front to Rear 1744 ". Height 651/2-
Table: SIZII 14" x 14"; Groove 3/4"
Deep by " Wide, Tin to Rrght 45';
to Left, 100; Height horn Floor. 4244"
Sleds: Length: Max 94"; lam 91½'
Capacities: Frame to Blade 13%'
Under Guide and Wheel 131. "
Speeds: With 1725 RPM Motor)
3000 RPM
Illodwl 29-230 14" Band Saw *Rh En-
closed Steel Stand, Ben Guard, Motor
and Switch (Mounted and Wired *
Nand). Includes Basic Machine with
Stand, Wheel. Blade and Bolt Guards.
6" Arbor Pulley, 49-173 V-Belt, 41-033
Motor Pulley with %" Bore). Blade
Guides, Wood Cutting Blade. 62-010
• HP Single Phase Motor and Push





Supreme Court Adopts Rules
To Protect Public From
Unscrupulous Lawyers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
New rules to protect the public
from unscrupulous lawyers
have been adopted by the Ken-
tucky Supreme Court.
The new rules represent a
"substantial departure" from
past practices used to
discipline lawyers, Leslie G.
Whitmer, director of the
Kentucky Bar Association,
said Tuesday.
Whitmer said in a telephone
interview that the rules would
make the process of
suspending or disbarring a
lawyer for misconduct or
nonpayment of dues faster
and more effective.
The new guidelines, recom-
mended by the bar associ-
ation's Board of Governors,
become effective Jan. 1.
They provide for the suspen-
sion of a lawyer during an in-
vestigation if reasonable
cause exists to believe he is
misappropriating funds of his
clients. The court may also re-
strict the use of his bank ac-
counts and client fees.
"We've had cases like
James Donoghue (a Louisville
attorney), where while we
were putting him through the
disciplinary process he
continued to steal . money
(from clients)," Whitmer
said.
Such cases may be isolated,
but "they do a world of dam-
age," he said.
The new rules also give sub-
poena power to investigating
authorities.
That means that where
investigators feel something is
wrong, but can't put their fin-
ger on it, they can use sub-
poena power to, for example,
get a bank to turn over the at-
torney's bank account to do an
audit, Whitmer said.
The rules replace the three-
man trial committee, which
previously Med _findings of
fact in each case, with a single
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Have A Joyous Holiday Season!
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least eight years experience.
The trial commissioner must
file findings of feet within 40
days of receiving a transcript
of the hearing.
Disciplinary proceedings
have taken too long in the
past, Whitmer said, partly
because of the -cumbersome"
nature of a committee system.
Another rule allows the
court to accept findings of fact
of another court in disciplining
a lawyer. That means that if a
lawyer is disbarred in another
state, the court can order him
disbarred in Kentucky without
another hearing.
Rules applying to a lawyer's
reinstatement to the- bar after
being suspended or disbarred
have also been tightened up,
Whitmer said.
Under previous practices, a
lawyer would be reinstated to
the bar "almost automatical-
ly," he said. That kind of cur-
sory review has bothered the
Board of Governors for years,
he said. Under the new rules,
when suspension extends for
longer than five years and in
all disbarment cases, a lawyer
must come before a character
and fitness committee, and
must pass the bar exam sec-
tions on ethics and legal
procedures.
Whitmer said the rules were
designed to assure the public
that members of the bar are
competent to handle legal af-
fairs.




( AP) — Chester Greenwood's
frostbitten ears first felt the
snug pleasure of U.S. Patent
No. 188292 104 years ago when
his grandmother sewed bits of
fur onto the wire loop he'd
made to fit over his head.
Chester was 15 years old and
his ears had been nipped when
he wastrying out a new pair of
ice skates. His invention of the
earmuff, patented 100 years
ago, eventually led to an ear
protector factory here in his
home town and to more than
100 other patented inventions.
Today, the first day of win-
ter, has been declared by the
Maine Legislature to be Ches-
ter Greenwood Day, and the
town is putting on a big shoW—
for its most famous son. Mast
inventive son, anyway. —
They're having a foot race
from Greenwood Oaks down to
the old Greenwoo'd Ear
Protector Factory, which is
fitting because Chester used to
get up at 4 or 5 a.m. and run
down to the factory to get the
fires going himself.
Greenwood's descendants
no longer live in the Hill Street
mansion and there's a laundry
in the earmuff plant.
Tonight there'll be an ear-
muff fashion show at the local
branch of the University of
Maine, which isn't so fitting
because there's no record of
Chester ever having gone to
school.
Chester "always ran every-
where," according to great-
grandson Russell Greenwood,
and his mind was always run-
ning to new ideas.
He and another man put to-
gether a telephone system for
Farmington and all of
Franklin County. He
manufactured all the
equipment, for the phone
company right here, and he
machined the parts for his ear
protector factory.
He had a bicycle shop, a fac-
tory to make the spring tooth
rake for farmers, which he in-
vented, and his great-
grandson figures "a fourth of
the town of Farmington
worked for him at one time."
Russell brought an exhibit of
some of Chester's inventions
down to the town hall Tuesday
night to get ready for today's
festivities.
Farmington, first settled
about 100 years before Chester
froze his ears skating on the
river, is now a town of nearly





"LEXINGTON, Ky., (AP) —
Three book stole_ managers _
charged here with displaying
sexually explicit material, in-
cluding "The Joy of Sex,"
where it could be seen by mi-
nors, may never come to trial.
Fayette County Attorney E.
Lawson King said Tuesday he
would recommend to quar-




20,000 cases in Fayette
County and "hundreds of
thousands" statewide, that
never came to trial, but have
been pending "since time
immemorial," King said.
If his recommendation is
accepted, King said, the cases
will be continued "until one
party or another makes a mo-
tion for a trial."
Walt Frear, Linda Welch
and Sandy Strong, the
defendants, said Tuesday they




Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.3
down 0.1.
- Below dam 319.1 up 0.3.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 354.2
down 0.2.
Below darn 324.6 up 0.3.
Sunset 4:43. Sunrise 7:06.
bt 1/$7 Peak Hardware opened Ws doors for business
Now, SO years later, in our fourth generation of family
ownership and management we at leale's
would like to dunk all the people in the
Murray trade area for your support
and friendship, and from an of
our family to you and yours
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nueen of Scot /6 oz
Coffee Creamer 88'.
Kelly's
Chili , 5 oz 2/90
Wishbone
Italian
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$ 239,s; or box
Expo-es 72-27 77
Good Orlf it ShIrty'l
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✓ 'dc91,,'1,?ss Fast Cut
We Have Fresh OYSTERS, FRESH HENS, CORNISH HENS, BUTTERBALL TURKEYS
Open Christmas Eve Until 8:00 p.m.
Open Christmas Day
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
The Staff & Management of Storey's Wish





5 Lb. Bag FREE
Limit 1 Per Customer With 7.50 Add
Pur. Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
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Chiefs Go To Canada To
Select New Head Coach
By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
ANSAS CITY (API, — 
Mary Levy, whose Montreal
Alouettes this year enjoyed
their finest season ever,
became head coach Tuesday
of the Kansas City Chiefs, who
just suffered through their
worst.
"I know there are quite a
few areas where they have to
improve," said Levy, a silver-
haired George Allen protege.
"I would hope the talent is
better than 2-12."
The Chiefs' 2-12 finish tied
Tampa Bay for the worst
record in the National Foot-
ball League while the
Alouettes, which Levy guided
the past five seasons, finished
11-5 and won the Canadian
Football League's Grey Cup.
Chiefs owner Lamar Hunt,
who fired interim head Coach
Tom Bettis and all six of his
assistants Monday, said the
search for a new man ended
much more quickly than he
had anticipated.
"There were several other
NFL clubs interested in
Marv," Hunt said. -Mary
brings with him a record of
proven success in pro football.
I'm convinced he will be in-
novative, hardworking and
demanding. He wanted this
job and our analysis showed
him to be the man we wanted
as head coach of the Chiefs."
Levy signed a five-year
contract for undisclosed
terms.
Levy was graduated Phi
Betta Kappa from Coe College
In Iowa in 1953 and served as
heia coach AT-Nevi -fitelleo;
California-Berkeley and
William and Mary before
moving to the NFL as a-
Philadelpia assistant in 1969.
"At that time my only goal
was to do the best possible job
I could as an assistant," he
said at an introductory news
conference in Kansas City
Tuesday. "But along the way I
thought I'd like to be a head
coach in the NFL someday. If
you're going to be a head
coach this is where to be."
Levy, 51, served as an
assistant to Allen at Los
Angeles and Washington
before moving to the
Alouettes, who for years had
been CFL also-rans. His five-
year record at Montreal was
50-344, including five straight
playoff appearances and two
Grey Cup titles.
Levy is the fourth head
coach in the Chiefs'. history,
but their third in the past eight
weeks. Hank Stram, the
current New Orleans coach,
was fired in 1974 after the club
dipped to 5-9.
Paul Wiggin, a San Fran-
cisco 49ers assistant picked to
succeed him, notched similar
5-9 records in two full seasons
and was fired Oct. 31.
Bettis, a veteran Chiefs
assistant, was given the post
on an interim basis but failed
to improve on Wiggin's half-
year mark of 1-6.
1100-tiers, Alabania To
Meet In Title Contest
By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
As far as C. M. Newton was
concerned, it simply proved
his point.
"We said going in, Prin-
ceton would be a very difficult
team to prepare for," the
Alabama basketball coach
said . Tuesday night.
"Sometimes people think
you're not telling it like it is,
but we were."
The 18th-ranked Crimson
Tide u.sed a pair of free throws
by Reginald King and a basket
by Anthony Murray in the
final two minutes to trim the
Princeton Tigers 61-60 and
advance to a championship
match tonight with Indiana in
the annual Hoosier Classic.
Indiana stopped Bowling
Green 89-52 in the opener and
will be seeking its fourth
straight title in its own
tourney.
Alabama was the only
Sauthe astern  Confererkee
team to win Tuesday night.
Iowa surged to an incredible
38-6 lead over Tennessee and
withstood a strong rally to
down the Vols 92-86 in the




Mississippi 70-67 and Furman
downed Georgia 92-83.
"Most of what they got was
on the perimeter which tells
me- we were prepared for
them," Newton said. "This
was a good game for us. It
tested our concentration,
poise and patience.
"Now, we've got the unbe-
lievable task of playing
Indiana in Bloomington," he
added. "Again we will have a
real test for our league play."
"We continued to play hard
and well but we were not
lucky," said Princeton Coach
Pete Carril. "We've lost four
games by a combined total of
nine points. We could easily be
7-0."
King hit his two free throws
with 1:43 remaining and Mur-
ray added his basket with 43
seconds to go, giving the Tide
a 61-58 lead, cut back to one 11
seconds later on a pair of free
throws by Bob Sowinski.
Kent Looney led the Tide
with 18 points and Murray
Added 10. Bob Roma had 20 for
Princeton and Sowinski 19.
Ronnie Lester scored 21
points and had 11 assists and
Tom Norman had 22 points to
lead Iowa over Tennessee,
which got 34 from Reggie
Johnson.
Memphis State made Ole
Miss its 10th victim in 11
games as James Bradley
scored 18 points and Dennis
Isbell snared 14 rebounds.
John Stroud had 22 for the
Rebels and Elston Turner
contributed 14 points and a
game-high 17 rebounds.
Ole Miss led 39-31 at half-
time, but the Tigers went to a
zone press, forcing the Rebels
to commit, 26 turnovers.
Al Darulel tailed 27 points
and Bruce Grimm 21 in
Furman's triumph over
Georgia. Walter Daniels led
the Bulldogs with 24 and
Lavon Mercer added 19.
Sports Deals
By The Associated Press
FOOTBALL
National Football League
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS —
Named Mary Levy as head
football coach.
SAN DIEGO CHARGERS —





— Sent Rod Schutt, Mike
Polich and Pat Hughes, for-





Named Cal Ermer, manager
of the Toledo Mud Hens of the
International League.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS —
Hired Wayne B. Morgan as a
scout.
COLLEGE
AIR FORCE ACADEMY —
Named Bill Parcells as offen-
sive coordinator.
FLORIDA — Named Steve
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HARTFORD, Conn. (AP) —
Frank Polnaszek is a sur-
vivor. Not only does he work
for the World Hockey
Association, but he also is the
only administrative link to the
troubled league's opening
season in 1972.
"I've been here for six years
when nobody else has gone be-
yond two," he said of his em-
ployment by the WHA, which
started shrinking so quickly it
never was able to experience
growing pains.
Polnaszek is the league's
lone statistican, a
mathematical migrant whose
calculator has moved with the
WHA from Hopkins, Minn., in
1972 to Santa Ape, Calif., in
1973 to Toronto in 1975 to
Hartford this year.
His card should read:
"Have decimal point, will
travel."
The drawback with the job
is that interest in WHA
statistics has flagged since the
league's membership has
dwindled from 15 teams to one
8-team division. The league
gets most of its attention
because of its ancient stars
Gordie Howe and Bobby Hull,
both ,former standouts in the _
established National Hockey
League.
Few people know that the
league's top scorer is Marc
Tardif of Quebec, its stingiest
goalie is Al Smith of New Eng-
land and its defending cham-
pion is Quebec.
This should have been a big
week for the WHA, which tries
to be a world-wide organ-
ization. Tuesday- night, the
Czechs were in Cincinnati, fa-
mous for baseballs not pucks,
and tonight the Czechs are in
Birmingham, Ala., where
Bear Bryant may walk on
water but never skates on ice.
The interest in the WHA
may be bigger -in
Czechoslovakia- than —in
America, where none of its
teams play in the country's
top 15 markets. Football-mad
Houston is 16th, Cincinnati
22nd, car-crazy Indianapolis
29th, Birmingham 44th and
Hartford, the league's top
team in attendance, 48th. In
case you didn't know,
Edmonton, Quebec and
Winnipeg round out the WHA's
roster.
These games against
foreign national teams count
in the WHA standings and
serve as a welcome change
from the numerous contests
with familiar foes. (Each
WHA team plays the other
clubs 11 or 12 times a season.)
In some circles, small may
be better since one complaint
against the 18-team NHL is
that the big rivals don't get to
play each other enough. Small
also is beautiful for Polnaszek,
whose office wall is adorned
with plaques of the Chicago
Cougars, Cleveland Crusaders
and Minnesota Fighting
who have all -eiMired.--
"The last couple of years I
was working 100-120 hours a
week. This year it's down to
65-68 hours," he said.
Polnaszek now has more
time to apply his imagination
beyond the nuts and bolts of
statistics. And he needs it.
While Polnaszek is punching
out numbers on his tiny
calculator, the NHL is getting
printouts from a massive
computer system.
Islanders Explode For
9-1 Win Over Rockies
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) —
Michel Bergeron scored two
goals and some slick saves by
Colorado goalie Doug Favell
cost him two others, but the
New York Islanders' right
wing looked at his per-
formance philosophically.
"You can't score on every
shot," he said.
"Why not?" Bob Nystrom
piped up from the next booth.
Good question.
The Islanders took 13 shots
in the third period Tuesday
night and six of them found the
net, a club record, as New
York overpowered the
Rockies 9-1.
In Tuesday's only other
game Atlanta and Vancouuver
skated to a 2-2 tie.
Billy Harris, who assisted
on Bergeron's goals, which
came 42 seconds apart in the
opening 51/2 minutes, scored
twice in the third-period
barrage with Bergeron
returning the favor.
Bob Bourne, Clark Gullies,
Bryan Trottier and Nystrom
also tallied in the third period.
But according to Favell, it was
a power-play goal by rookie
Mike Kaszycki late in the
second period that decided the
issue.
For more than 38 minutes it
was a 2-1 squeeker with Favell
and New York's Glenn Resch
stopping almost everything
fired their way. Except for
18 Bergeron's early pair and a
powerplay 40-foot slap shot by
Colorado's Andy Spruce early
in the second period.
But at 18:47 of the middle
session, Favell stopped a
Denis Potvin slap shot with his
shoulder and the puck landed
at his feet. Kaszycki then
slipped the puck home for only
his second goal of the season.
"That goal really hurt us,"
Favell said. "It's really hard
to say what happened after
that. Everything started to go
bad and it compounds.
Everybody kind of gets down
altar each goal and it keeps
going downhill."
The victory boosted the
Islanders' home record to 11-1-
and left them four points
behind first-place
Philadelphia in the National
Hockey League's Patrick
Division.
Flames 2, Canucks 2
Guy Chouinard and Eric
Vail scored in the final two
periods to put Atlanta into its
tie with Vancouver. The
Flames outplayed Vancouver,
getting off 31 shots to 12 for the
Canucks. But goalies Cesare
Maniago and Curt Ridley were
brilliant in the Vancouver net.
Jere Gillies and Dennis
Ververgaert scored for the
Canucks.
Recall Goalie
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
Cincinnati Stingers have
called up goaltender Norm
LaPointe from the Hampton,
Va., Gulls of the American
Hockey League.
LaPointe was brought up
Tuesday to strengthen the
World Hockey Associaton
team after goaltender Mike
Liut injured his knee.
Team officials said it
appeared likely that Liut will
need surgery, and LaPointe
will backup Michel Dion in
goal for the Stingers.
Title Shot
CANTON, Ohio (AP) —
Unbeaten boxer Ron Harris of
Canton, who claims many top
middleweights have been
avoiding him, has been
guaranteed a shot at the World
Boxing Council title if he can
win his next bout.
Promoter Dennis Rappoport
said WBC President Jose
Suleiman has given him a
written guarantee that Harris,
24-0 since turning pro after
winning a gold medal at the
Mexico City Olympics in 1968,
will fight middleweight
champion Rodrigo Valdez
nest spring if, he- can beat
France's Gracien Tonna in
their nationally televised boat
from Las Vegas, Feb. 24
Despite that, he provides
more information than the
FIL's computer readout, giv-
ing hockey fans shots on goal
and plus-and-minus goal
statistics for the leading
scorers. For goalies, he has.
come up with a shots-against
average and save percentage.
It's amazing what
Polnaszek and his calculator
can find. His latest discovery
is that there is a connection
between penalty minutes and
the full moon.
-During the nights of the
full moon, penalty minutes in-
creased 33.6 percent over the
night before," he said. "The
night after, they dropped 18
percent."
He has also found a distinct
astrolgical correlation in Gor-
die Howe's professional
career. "When the moon was
in Leo, Gordie scored his first
goal, had his first misconduct
penalty and had his first
fractured skull," Polnaszek
discovered. "But most of his
milestones, including his 999th
and 1,000th goals, came in
Scorpio ."
Polnaszek, the only statisti-
cian who regularly refers to
the "Witches Almanac," is in-
volved in an interesting statis-
tic of his own. He probably
was the only member of the
league who was personally
rooting for the proposed
merger with the NHL to fail.
gave out a big sigh of re-
lief," he remembered. "By
not merging 1 knew my job
was pretty safe."
It is a jo.b.he does well, but
even a super statistician has
not been able to keep the near-
ly invisible league from
becoming the latest question
— as in who, what, where,
when, why and WHA.
Las Vegas Rallies For
Win Over Northwester
By The Associated Press
Ninth-ranked Nevada-Las
Vegas needed a three-point
play by reserve forward
Gerald Sims with 44 seconds
remaining to escape Nor-
thwestern's upset bid in the
opening round of the Rebel
Roundup college basketball
tournament.
Trailing by as much as 14
points in the first half Tuesday
night, the Rebels overcame a
37-point effort by Nor-
thwestern's Tony Allen to run
its record to 10-0 and post its
68th consecutive home-court
victory. Tony Smith had 26
points for the Rebels while
Reggie Theus added 22.
 "We fought all the way
coming back," said Rebels
Coach Jerry Tarkanian.
"They forced us into too many
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Paradise Kennels .... ... .  29 31
T V. Service Center 23 37
High Team Game ISC)
Keel's Purchase Tire
Ky. lake Oil Co.
T.V. Service
High Team Game (HC)
Keel's Purchase Tire 630
Ky Lake Oil Co. - • , 
Allen-Thompson Chrysler ,....710
High Team Series (SC)
T V. Service Center 1714
Keel's Purchase Tire 1683
Ky Lake Off Co. 1669
High Team Series (HC)
Keel's Purchase Tire 2344
Allen-ntornpson Chrysler. 2364
Ky. Lake Oil Co. 2MS




High Ind. Game (HC)
Margaret Morton 342









back and played our style of 
basketball." 
Brickowski 'had his nose
bloodied and Duquesne's Rich
Ronnie Lester scored 21 Cotton and Jessie Hubbard
points and handed out Tf- and Penn State's Walter
assists as Iowa defeated Young were ejected from the
Tennessee 92-86 in the first
game of the fourteam tourney
at Las Vegas.
sThe only member of The
Associated Press' Top Twenty
to stumble was 17th-ranked
Utah, which fell- to Weber
State 71-61. Four players, led
by Ben Howland's 17 points,
scored in double figures for
Weber, now 6-1.
No. 18 Alabama came from
behind to nip Princeton 61-60
in the Indiana Classic. Host
Indiana captured the opener,
defeating Bowling Green 89-
52.
Sophomore guard Kent
Lonney scored 18 points to
pace Alabama. But it was two
free throws by Reginald King
with 1:43 remaining that gave
the Crimson Tide the lead and
a two-pointer by guard
Anthony Murray with 50
seconds left to seal the vic-
tory.
Mike Woodson tallied 31
points to lead Indiana to its
victory. The Hoosiers jumped
out to a 15-2 advantage and
were in command the rest of
the way.
A balanced Kansas attack,
led by forward John Douglass'
15 points, led the 16th-ranked
Jayhawks to a 91-73 rout of
Oral Roberts. Unbeaten Holy
Cross, ranked 13th, breezed to
a 101-72 victory over Harvard
behind a 22-point performance
by Ronnie Perry. -
Center Dawan Scott, a
junior college transfer, scored
47 points to lead Seton Hall to a
101-94 victory over California
State-Bakersfield. Scott hit 16
of 21 shots from the floor and
game.
Guards Rob Hoak, Rick
Swing and Randy Nesbit
combined for 48 points to lead
Citadel to a 79-72 victory over
Canisius and Colon Abraham
sparked a second-half surge
as Clemson rallied to down
Catholic University 82-58 in
the Palmetto Classic.
TENNIS
NEW YORK — The West
Side Tennis Club, which
hosted the US. Open for the
last time in 1977, has reached
an agreement in principal
with World Championship
Tennis to stage a major
tournament in 1978.
Although the date and
format of the tournament
have yet to be determined,
prize money would be "in
excess of $200,000," Lindl
College Cage Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST _'
CCNY 99, Pace 93
Duquesne 63, Penn St 55
Grambling 69, Robert
Morris 61
Holy Cross 101, Harvard 72
SOUTH
Qtadel 79, Canisius n
Clemson 82, Catholic 58
Furman 92, Georgia 83
Memphis St 70, Mississippi
67





SMU 83, Ohio U 77




High Ind. Series Mel-- A 34-point performance by
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Terry Underhill  144
Pat Willett  142




Lois Smith Andrew Toney led
Pat Southwestern Louisiana to a


















19 points in a game
by a second-half
Penn State's Frank
Denver 89, Whittier 74
San Jose St 59, Iowa St 56
Stanford 86, Colorado St 73
Washington St 75, Pep-
Pertline 62
Weber St 71, Utah 61
TOURNAMENTS
Indiana 89, Bowling Green
52
Alabama 61, Princeton 00
Iowa 92, Tennessee 86
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Former Western Star Scores 26 Points
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Jun McDaniels was one of
those bonus babies who never
seemed to live up to his
potential. Tormented by fans,
he bounced _around pro
basketball until last season,
when he wound up playing in
Italy.
Drafted out of Western
Kentucky, the 7-foot center
began his pro career in the
American Basketball
Association in 1971-72 with the
Carolina Cougars. He wound
up that same season with the
National Basketball
Association's Seattle Super-
Sonics after an expensive
court battle.
He played in Seattle for two
more years, went to Los
Angeles, then back to the
ABA's Kentucky Colonels,
then to Italy, and finally, it
seems, he's found a home with
the Buffalo Braves, who
picked McDaniels up as a free
agent.
Averaging just 4.2 points a
game, McDaniels scored 26
points and was awesome in
Buffalo's _110-104 victory
Tuesday over Houston.
"He destroyed us," said
Rockets Coach Tom Nissalke,
who handled McDaniels one
year at Seattle. "I'm happy
for him. It's been a long, hard
fight for him."
McDaniels came off the
bench in the first half and had
18 points in the second
quarter, including 10 just
before the half to get the
Rockets within three points at
55-52.
Billy Knight led all scorers
with 27 points for Buffalo, and
Randy Smith- had-21. Guards
Calvin Murphy and John
Lucas scored 21 points each
for Houston.
Suns 110, Knicks 99
Paul Westphal scored 32
points and had four successive
field goals in a 3:25 span in the
final quarter to lead Phoenix
over New York. Bob McAdoo
scored 35 points for New York.
Pistons 118, Spurs 117
Bob Lanier scored 32 points
to lead the Pistons, who
snapped San Antonio's three-
game home winning streak.
Trailing 116-115, San
High School Scores
By The Assodated Press
BOYS
Lone Oak 87 Paducah Tilgh-
man 62
Lowes 70 Fulton City 50
Ballard Memorial 61 Hick-
man Co 52
Heath 80 Fancy Farm 36
Trigg Co 87 Lyon Co 64
Sheldon Clark 104
Wheelwright 76
Mercer Co 88 Burgin 57
Bell Co 90 Pineville 59
Bowling Green 75 Warren
East 67
Ashland 57 Ironton, 0. 51
Bourbon Co 68 Harrison Co
60
Covington Holmes 87 Bryan
Station 73
Henry Clay 81 Lafayette 75-
Lex Catholic 94 Lincoln Co
76
Tates Creek 81 Harrodsburg
51
Anderson Co 65 Boyle Co 63
Somerset 76 Jessamine Co
64
Woodford Co 55 Mon-
tgomery Co 47
Clark Co 70 Breathitt Co 65
Estill Co 64 Lee Co 60
Buckhorn 81 Dilce Combs 64
Bullitt Central 67 Nelson Ca-
60
McDowell 69 Wolfe Co 65
Menifee Co 76 Rowan 74
GOODIPEA
Choose 'Power
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Lanier, who sank two free
throws. George Gervin hit a
layup for San Antonio with a
second left, leaving the Spurs
one point short.
Bulls 94, Hawks 86
Artis Gilmore scored 35
points and blocked 11 shots to
pace Chicago, which scored
the game's last nine points.
Atlanta saw a six-point lead
evaporate in the last quarter
as the Bulls scored 11 straight
points to lead 83-78.
Lakers 129, Bullets 115
Adrian Dantley scored 38
points and Kareem Abdul-
Jabbar had 30 to lead Los
Angeles. Dantley's total was
three short of his career high.
Soaks 93, Nuggets 88
Fred Brown scored 14 of his
18 points in the second half,
helping Seattle erase a six-
point deficit as the Sonics won
their fourth in a row and 10th
in their past 11 games. The
Nuggets have lost four
straight.
Blazers 104, Celtics 99
Bill Walton scored 22 points
and Lionel Hollins added 18 to
boost Portland past the
troubled Celtics. Charlie Scott
led Boston with 23 points.
Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For. home owner, apartmirt dweller, mobile home
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
with a space problem.
Includes...Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, lights, insurance.
753-4758
641 North, Center Nike
New porkies Peetakeileess, behind Cod Mewled Used Con.
U-LOCK IT U-STORE IT
U-KEEP THE KEY
Six10'  month
• .  month $23c*
rzw . Month
, • month '40°3
Just Say 
'Charge It'
Use any of these 7 other ways to buy: Our Own Customer Credit Plan • Master Charge
• BankAmericard • American Express Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
1==S





REPEAT OF A BEST SELLER
'Custom Power Cushion Polygios'
Goodyear's best-selling tire.
Double belted, smooth riding—
chosen for new cars from 1970
right through 1978!
A78-13 blackwall
plus $1 73 F.E.T.
and old tire
Many Other Sizes Low Priced Too
GOODIVEAR
See Your Independent Dealer for NIS Prtce and Credit Terms Prices As Sbown At Goodyear Seryrce Stores m All Commuortres Sfr/Pd Ely ints Newsom,
Lube &Oil Change
$588
• Complete chassis lu-
brication and oil c,.ange







Up to 5 qts
of maltYPerifid
10 30 grade oil
Ask for our Free Bitters Power Cheek
Front-End Alignment
9388 U.S. made tars -parts extrapf needed






equipment, used by ex-
perienced mechanics.
helps ensure a pre-
cision alignment
Engine Tune-Up
$3688 $3O88,, 6 04 4088 `
Add-12.00 for air conditioning Price includes
parts and labor
• Our mechanics electroni-
cally fine-tune your engine
• New points, plugs and
condenser • Test charging/
starting systems, time en-
gine. adjust carburetor
• Helps maintain a smooth
running engine • Includes
Datsun, Toyota, VW and
light trucks Cars with elec-























Suggestions For MSU Athletic Program
There is one sure way to tell how a public figure has done
in a press conference.
If at the end of the conference, people keep learning
things, then it's likely a great deal of important things were
left out in the presentation.
But.. if a corps of press people do nothing but sit and look
at each other, then you know the person making the
presentation has done well. And so goes the first day at
Murray State for Mike Gottfried, the new Racer football
coach.
Gottfried was impressive. And we like the things he said.
We also feel the man was very sincere and very open in
what he said. But more than anything else, we like the fact
he played football and excelled in the sport.
To coach a player, you need to have been a player, co
know what to say and when to say it. Gottfried said he
planned to supervise the entire day for his players, from
breakfast on through practice.
And it is here, we want to look at another thing we-feel is
quite important to Murray State. Let's take a look at the
athletic director post and perhaps make a few suggestions
which not only could be beneficial to Gottfried but also to all
programs in our athletic department.
ATHLETIC DORM
Basically, the athletes at Murray State University stick
together. The basketball players stick with each other, the
football players with their teammates and so on.
We feel there is a need for an athletic dormitory at
Murray State. No, we aren't saying go out and build a new
one. Instead, set aside one of the dorms, upgrade the rooms
and install a new cafeteria in the dorm.
Athletes need to do more than just play together on a
field. They need to eat breakfast together, see each other
more than just on the field and have relationships like a
business. Because, sports is business.
A few weeks ago, a group of the Murray State basketball
players were over at my apartment. Also there were two of
the English cross country runners.
It was an education for all parties. English people do not
know very much about Blacks from American ghettos.
Blacks probably think the only thing Englishmen do is run
and drink tea.
We have at Murray State people from all over the world
and they all have two things in common: first, they are all
people with needs. Second, they are OUR people, Murray
State athletes.
Once they are here, weneed-terdo-witttle-morefor-thent:
We need to bring them all together. We need to see football
players grouped together at a basketball game and
cheering for the Racers. We need to see the basketball
Players together at a football game and cheering for the
Racers. We need to see the baseball players support the
track program and on down the line.
As long as all the athletes are isolated in different dorms
and different programs, how can you have complete
coordination and cooperation? We urge the new athletic
director and the administration at MSU to take a look at
making a change and moving all the athletes into one
dormitory.
We think it would impress a young man who comes in
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FON TNII PARTICULAR MAN
Downturn Murrity 753-3234
• Open Every Night Iii 8:00
1Jim McDaniels Awesome
--- As Bravos Edge Rockets
would be a good recruiting tool and more than anything
else, it would simply bring everyone together.
The second thing we want to briefly look at is a something
which may or may not be possible.
Three times this season we have gone to Murray State
basketball games and wondered why there wasn't
something going on before the game.
Usually, the MSU women play at 5:15 p.m. before the men
play at 7:30 p.m.
We assume the womenschedule is made fir enough in
advance that some plans could be made to bring in a couple
of good high school teams on nights when there is no
women's game.
If this were July 1 and all the schedules were completed
and there were three open spots, then why couldn't some of
the area high schools be contacted and efforts be made to
set up a high school game as a prelimin40;:?, We realize
there would be some difficulty in determining KA the gate
would be split but it's nothing that couldn't be worked out.
The teams brought in wouldn't necessarily have to be
from our area. We could find a good Tennessee school and
perhaps a good school from southern Illinois to play and in
all probability, both would be happy to have the chance.
Bill Cornell organized the MSU Invitational Track Meet.
We also have the West Kentucky Footgall Conference
Jamboree in Stewart Stadium. Why couldn't we have the
MSU Invitational Baseball Tournament or the MSU
Invitational Basketball Tournament?
There are a lot of positive, public-relations minded steps
which can be taken to help sell our sports programs. And
until the programs are good enough to sell themselves ( by
packing the stands), then we're going to have to do a little
advertising to help push them.
Positive results come only from positive actions.
Fan Support Means Much
For Broncos, Steelers
By GARY MIHOCES
" AP Sports Writer
PI I l'SBURGH (AP — A
meteorologist would gag at
the notion, but the atmosphere
at Mile High Stadium in
TWiiver aturday will be a lot
like it was here five years ago.
That means frenzied fan
atmosphere, and it will be
there amid the snow-capped
Colorado Rockies just like it
was here in 1972 beneath steel
mill smokestacks.
"Broncomania, as they call
it, seems to be a type of social
phenomenon," Denver
Broncos Coach Red Miller
said Tuesday by telephone
from Colorado, where his
team meets the Steelers
Saturday in an American
Football Conference playoff
game.
"It's a thread that runs all
the way though the city that
kind 'of keeps the people
together and gives them
something to cheer about and
have some pride in, and I
think any city needs that,"
added Miller, the first-year
coach who led Denver to its
first playoff berth in the club's
18-year history.





W L Pct. GB
Phila 19 10 .655 —
N York 46 -14 .533 31/2
Buffalo 13 15 .464 51/2
Boston 10 18 .357 81/2
N Jersy 7 23 .233 121/2
Central Division
Wash 17 12 .586 —
Cleve 16 12 .571 1/2
S Anton 16 14 .533 11/2
Atlnta 15 14 .517 2
N Orins 12 18 .400 51/2
Houstn 10 18 .357 61/2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Chcgo 18 11 .621
Denver 18 12 .600
Milw -.17 14 .548 2
K.C. 12 12----A14 6
Ind 11 16 .407 6
Detroit 11 17 .393 61/2
Pacific Division
Portl 23 4 .852
Phnix 18 10 .643 51/2
Seattle 15 18 .455 11
Gldn St 13 16 .448 11
L.A. 13 17 .433 111/2
Tuesday's Results
Buffalo 110, Houston 104
Phoenix 110, New York 99
Detroit 118, San Antonio 117
Chicago 94, Atlanta 86
Los Angeles 120, Washington
115
Portland 104, Boston 99
Seattle 93, Denver 88
Wednesday's Games
Houston at New Jersey
Phoentx at Philadelphia
Atlanta at Indiana
San Antonio at Milwaukee
Boston at Golden State
Thursday's Games
New York at Cleveland
New Jersey at New Orleans
Chicago at F..arikas City
Milwauke alt Detroit
Boston at Sattle
the year the Steelers won their
first division title in 40 years,
cheered on by high-spirited
fans who once pelted them
with snowballs late_ in losing
seasons.
"It's kind the same type
of fan pride we have in Den-
ver," said Miller. "These
people have not had that many
teams to cheer about."
The Steelers entered the
1972 playoffs believing their
home fans gave them an edge.
-Right now, there's no team
in the league that has the fan
support we have," former
Steelers linebacker Andy
Russell said in 1972 — a claim
the Broncos can make today.
Pittsburgh did edge
Oakland here in the opening
round of the 19'72 playoffs, but
fan support didn't stop the
playoff proven Miami
Dolphins from winning here
the following week.
And the Steelers go into this
Saturday's game believing
they are a tested team that
plays best before excited
crowds— at home or away.
Earlier this season, the
struggling Steelers were





(AP) — Marshall Coach Stu
Aberdeen's failure to give the
officials his starting
basketball lineup nearly came
back to haunt him.
Aberdeen was slapped with
a technical foul at the start of
the game Tuesday and the
Thundering Herd wound up
spotting Morehead State a
point it could ill afford.
Marshall needed an over-
time to finally defeat the
pesky Eagles from Kentucky,
85-79.
In the end, it was freshman
guard Greg White's four foul
shots that gave Marshall its
fourth victory in eight starts.
Carlos "Bunny" Gibson,
Marshall's best shooter,
missed a chance to win the
game in regulation play when
his 35-foot jump shot fell short
as the buzzer sounded. The
scoreboard read 73-73. --
Gibson led the Herd scoring
with 24 points. White backed
him up with 16 points and
Harley Major added 12 points
and 14 rebounds.
For Morehead, 2-4, Herby
Stamper scored 21 points to
lead his team. Stamper's 20-
foot jumper with 4:30
remaining put the Eagles on
top for the first time in the
second half, 69-67. Carl
Windhorst added 14, John
Solomon 13 and Brad
LeMaster 12 for the visitors.
Although Marshall shot
better from the field, 48
percent to 45 percent, the Herd
was oittreboonded 47-42,
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Prices Good Thurs., Dec. 22 Through Wed., Dec. 28
Saturday, Dec. 24 at 6:00 PM
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• •* "If You atc ur oua Ity... ou ant eat ur • ce *
Downtown Shopping Center HOURS: 7 a. m.-9 p. m. Mon.-Sat.
FREE $100.00 BILL
Given Away Each Week
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
S100 given away each week
This Week's Willie Thorpe
Winner: 217 Spruce
•Nothing to Buy •No Cords To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed-
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.p.mployem of Palters and thew Famtlies not eligible to win. .Adults












Pet Ritzl inch- 2 In Pkg.
Pie Shells 39c
Frosty Acres
Orange Juice 12 Oz. 89C
Frosty Acres Fresh Grated
Coconut 8 oz. 39c
Frosty Acres
Strawberries 4910 Oz. —
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Army Is Opening Support Assignments, Missile Units, To Women Soldiers
WASHINGTON ( AP) — In a
major policy chanAe, the
Army is opening missile units
and other combat support
assignments to women
The decision means women
soldiers may be exposed to
hostile fi?e in any future war.
However, the new policy
will still bar women from
serving in direct combat roles
with the infantry, field ar-
tillery, tanks, combat
engineers and similar front
line units.
• Womea will  even be posted
to the Army's elite —021a
Airborne Division, which has
been closed -to them until now.
One major effect of the new
policy will be to erase a long-
standing rule that a woman
soldier could riot be sent any
further forward than the rear
of _0 brigade deployed for
combat.
- --fte-action will-open all -hut.
16 of the Army's 377 military
specialties to women officers
and enlisted personnel.
The aew_policy_As_ the latest
in a series of moves that have
gradually widened op-
portunities for women in the
armed forces since 1970.
The Arm' has always
bannecT women from combt
situations by rules and
regulations. The assignment
of Air Force, Navy and
Marine women to combat is
forbidden by law. The Navy is
seekuig legal authorization to
allow women to serve aboard
ships not expected to be in
combat.
-Army-sourtes say the miter
against combat exposure
must be changed if the service
is to fulfill demands that it
enroll substantially larger
numbers of women.
Current plans to nearly
double the 46,000 enlisted
Army women over the next
five years hinge to a con-
siderahIP _Pvlent thig'
Pentagon sources said.
Under the new policy, the
sources said, women soldiers
may be assigned to Hawk and
Hercules anti-aircraft missile
units, ground-to-ground
missile and rocket batteries
such as those using the Lance
bombardment weapon,
helicopter companies and
such other support outfits as
signal military police,
transportation, maintenance
and medical units which are
required in battle zones to
back up the front line fighters.
The women will be specific-
ally excluded from flying heli-
copters on attack or scouting
missions, but they may fit the
choppers in combat zones for
other purposes.
The Krtity has been training
Its women soldiers in the use
-at-rtttes- and-otherinctivtctuar-
weapons for some time and
has recently begun combining
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We have more hunting items than any other area store.. .all at discount prices




























Box of 6$1 699
Roman Brio
Travel Case





36 self sharpening surgical steel blades





Steam styler with attachments by Gillette
Three great styling attachments.

















Both Sides At Once
Save 90' each
Fits most American Ford products, Fits
some imports,
I Super Curl Compact
By Gillette
Portable Curler
Cordless take-a long rurler. fast and ease








20 piece set, 4 dinner plates, 4 salad
plates, 4 bowls, 4 cups & 4 saucers.
Deluxe Colored Set
Reg. $28.97 Christmas Spec. 
$2500
Regular White Set
Reg. 25.47 Christmas Spec. $2200
Hardware S ecials
Buffalo 24 Piece














}Med or deluxe hard 11111,
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Styles Colors IL Fabrics
Sizes S Mlii or 16 46
Ladies Fuzzy Shoes 1/2 ince
Large Selection of Colors Sizes
Sizes 5-5L4 to 10
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Thursday . Rites Held Today
For Mrs. Hendrick for rkOuliand ICOffitrOOrn -CoverageThe ...,,I(or Mrs. E41 1.—,Services for Mrs.
Hendrick of 508 South Sixth -
Street, Murray, will be held
Thursday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe and the Rev.
William B. Taylor officiating.
Providing the music and
song service will be the choir
of the Cherry Corner Baptist
Church, where she was a
member, with Miss Lucy Ann
Forrest as organist. Grand-
sons will serve as pallbearers
and burial will follow in the
Hicks Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Hendrick, wife of Milus
S. Hendrick who died
December 29, 1975, died
Tuesday at 8:50 a. m. at the
Westview Nursing Home.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. Rudy Bucy,
Mrs. Raymond Edwards, and
Mrs. Lester Workman, all of
Murray, and Mrs. Howard
Webber, Peoria, Ill.; three
sisters, Mrs. Burie Charlton
and Mrs. Suella Futrell, both
of Murray, and Mrs. Hilda
Bynum, Warren, Mich.; one
brother, Cortez Evans,
Warren, Mich.; 14 grand-




Final rites for Mrs. Lizzie
Burkeen of Murray Route
Four, widow of E. E. Burkeen,
will be held Thursday at one
p.m. at the chapel of the
Filbeck and Cann Funeral
Home, Benton, with the Rev.
Jeffrey Cox officiating. Burial
will follow in the Jeffrey
Cemetery in Calloway County
with grandsons serving as
Tattlbearers.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
- Mrs. Burkeen, age 87, died
Monday at 9:15 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. One son, Jesse
Burkeen, preceded her in
death.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs: Edna 'Moore,
Benton; six sons, Clint of
Kirksey, Raymond of Benton
Route Six, Edward and Paul
of Benton, Leonard of Murray
Route Four, and Eugene of
Calvert City Route One; two
sisters, Mrs. Victoria Ricks of
Paducah and Mrs. Audie
Dismore of Calvert City; two
brothers, Levi Smith of
Hardin and Tommy Smith of
Calvert Qty.
Mrs. Burkeen is also sur-
vived by 34 grandchildren, 62
great grandchildren, and 20
great great grandchildren.
Andrew A. Rex Dies
This Morning; Was
Resident Of Hamlin
Andrew Anthony Rex of
Keniana Lake Shores,
Hamlin, died this morning at
7:05 at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 79
years of age.
Mr. Rex is a retired railroad
engineer and has resided at
Hanzilin since Jan. 1, 1969. He
is a member of St, Leo's
Catholic Church and a veteran
of World War I. Born
November 30, 1898, in
Columbus, Ohio, he is the son
of the late William Rex and
Alice Shutt Rex.
The Calloway .nan is sur-
vived by two sisters, Mrs.
Walter c Helen) Michaels of
Hamlin and Mrs. Agnes
Constant of East Chicago,
Ind.; several nieces and
nephews.
The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home wll be in
charge of the arra) 7,ements.
'  2024 4-124
Pennwalt  •  rune.
Quaker Oats 12 -0.4
Tappan , 1Pd. -10
1724
Zenith Radio 14% 4-'4
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger dr
Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 




W R Grace 
252a unc
General F3ec au. +24
GAF Corp • 10%













Outland of 1605 Keeneland
Drive, Murray, are being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of_the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker and the
Rev. G. T. Moody officiating.
Gus Robertson, Jr., is soloist,
and Richard Jones is organist.
Serving as pallbearers are
Vernon Butterworth, Frank
Ryan, James Harris, Osro
Butterworth, Robert Perry,
Gus Robertson, Sr., Bill
Pritchard, and Harold
Grogan. Burial will follow in
the Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Outland, age 69, died
Monday at 5:28 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway •County
Hospital. Her husband J. N.
(Newt) Outlar.d, died
November 29 of tas year. She
was a retired elementary
school teacher and a member
of the First Baptist Church.
One sister, Mrs. ha Douglas of
Murray, and several nieces
and nephews survive.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of contributions to
the American Cancer Fund.
ALBANY, N.Y. ( AP) - The
state's highest court has. hand-
ed down a ruling which could
sharply limit news coverage
in some criminal cases,
allowing judges to keep the
press and public out of pre-
trial proceedings whenever
the rights of the accused
might be considered in
jeopardy.
The Court of Appeals, the
highest in the state, ruled 4-2
Monday to throw out a lawsuit
by the Gannett Co. against a
secret proceeding conducted
last year by Seneca County
Court Judge Daniel DePas-
quale, in a case involving the
slaying of former Brighton po-
liceman Wayne Clapp.
The defendants, Kyle Great-
house, then 16, and David
Jones, then 21, were accused
of shooting Clapp and dum-
ping his body into Seneca
Lake. The case had received
what the court called heavy
publicity.
The two defendants success-
fully sought a court order ex-
cluding the press and public
from a pre-trial hearing into
evidence they contended was
illegally obtained. Ultimately
both pleaded guilty to reduced
charges.
Writing for the majority,
Justice Sol Wachtler said the
public's right to know does not
extend to "mere curiosity."
But Justice Lawrence
Cooke,,, writing for the
dissenters, said that in the -
absence of -compelling and
overriding state necessity, the
right of the public to gain
information about public
matters may not be in-
fringed." And he warned that
the majority's decision threat-
ened "the free flow of vital in-
formation."
The ruling does not affect
coverage of trials, but in this
case and many others plea-
bargaining has eliminated the
trial.
DePasquale had ordered the
public and reporter Carol Rit-
ter, employed by Gannett's
Rochester newspapers, ex-
cluded from a pre-trial
hearing last November at the
request of attorneys for the
defendants.
Howling Winds Rip Through
California's Central Valley;
Five Dead, Many Stranded
LOS ANGELES AP) ---
Howling 100 mph winds ripped
through California's agricul-
ture-rich midsection for a sec-
ond day today after killing at
least five people, fanning
brush fires and trailing
destruction along a 250-mile
stretch from Bakersfield to
the Mexican border.
On Tuesday, the violent
winds blew down barns and
airplane hangars, toppled
heavy trucks, tossed chunks of
brick and roofing through the
windows of homes and
businesses and whipped fires
out of control.
Hundreds of travelers were
marooned in cities throughout
the Central Valley and the Mo-
jave Desert, jamming hotels,
cafes and emergency evac-
uation centers set up in
churches and schools.
San Diego Bay was put on
gale alert.
The wind conditions were
caused by an extreme low
pressure system 500 miles
west of San Francisco sucking
air at tremendous speed from
a high pressure area situated
over Nevada, weather
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows
































fill all your days.
with harmony.
On a layouts note
we say thanks.
Mademoiselle Shop
Court Spare MIT' ay
Ruling Would Limit
forecasters said.
An estimated 30,000 homes,
offices and industries from
Bakersfield south lost their
power, and thick clouds of
dust were reported as far
away as Stockton, about 200
miles to the north.
"It's the worst I've ever
seen," said- California High-
way Patrol Officer Jim Hill of
Bakersfield. "I've been at this
kind of work for 15 years, and I
thought I'd seen it all ... but
nothing like this.:
Gov. Edmunctd. I3rown Jr.
said he would probably
declare disaster areas in at
least two central California
towns - Bakersfield and
Arvin.
Almost all activity in Bak-
ersfield, the largest city in the
Central Valley, had come to a
standstill by midday Tuesday,
the second day it had been
battered by the winds: '
Power had been cut off to
much of the city as the winds
tore down power lines, shat-
tered windows and tossed
trees across cars, houses and
streets. Visibility was cut to
zero by a thick, mustard-
colored grit covering the city.
Some looting was repotted.
In Arvin, a farm community
of 7,000 people 20 miles south
of Bakersfield along Highway
By The Associated Press
-FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP I-
Gov. Julian Carroll has asked
the Legislative Research
Commission to advise him on
the apparent need to reconcile
duplicative stkte laws on
equal employment op-
portunity for state employees.
Under current statutes, both
the Kentucky Personnel
Board and the Ken ucky
Human Rights Co ion
have been charged with
responsibility for protecting
state workers from em-
ployment discrimination.
Carroll noted in a recent let-
ter to the LRC it is possible for
a state employee charging
discrimination to file an ap-
peal with the Human Rights
Commission, pursue that
hearing and then file a claim
with the personnel board,
necessitating another in-
vestigation and hearing.
'The reverse of this
situation is also possible, and,
in fact, has occurred," Carroll
said.
The governor added, "if
dual hearings did occur before
two agencies, this situation
could lead to conflicting
conclusions. and result in
confusion and inconsistency.
Furthermore, serious legal
questions would arise if the
relief ordered by one agency
was' inconsistent with or in
violation of the laws and
regulatftins of the other
99, police said almost every
home suffered damage.
A wind gauge atop the Arvin
police station registered gusts
of up to 101 mph before the
gauge blew apart.
The California National
Guard in Bakersfield was
called into active duty and
rescued 35 people huddled
under a bridge on Route 58
near Arvin to escape the
blinding dust storm.
The winds contributed to
many brush fires, the largest
one on sprawling Vandenberg
Air Force Base about 50 miles
northwest of Santa Barbara.
At least three people, in-
cluding the base commander,
and possibly a fourth, were
killed. Scores were reported
injured.
The winds also were blamed
for the death of a woman
whose car was rear-ended by
a tanker truck creeping
blindly along the dust-blown
highway in Kern County near
Bakersfield.
The city of Ramona, north-
east of San Diego, was left
without power, and a truck
driver, Russell Velozier, 29, of
Spokane, Wash., was killed
when his rig was blown off In-
terstate 8 near Buckman--
Springs Grade and rolled
town an embankment.
Planning Commission Okays
One  Request, Studies Another
Murray Planning Commission has
:ss Ite city rezoning request,but is
expected to review comments
presented at a public hearing, and
make a decision on another request in
the future.
The commission Tuesday evening
allowed Robertson-Lassiter Sub-
division, located on Kirkwood ex-
tended, to be converted from an R-2
(single family requirements) to an R-4
(multiple family) classification.
However, Gary Haverstock, a
commission member, specified in his
motion to change the classification that
the subdivision was originally
erroneously and inappropriatly zoned.
The motion was also contingent on
Harley Robertson, the subdivision
representative at the hearing, recor-
ding a plat of the subdivision.
The commission is expected to take
artion In the future on a request from
Dan Miller to rezone a piece of property
on South 16th from R2 to R4. Miller's
property faces the entry to Loch
Lomond on 16th Street.
One lady who attended a public
hearing Tuesday evening told com-
mission members, "If he is planning
anything that would devalue our
homes, I would be opposed." Another
person said, "There should be some
understanding as to how and for what it
(the lot) is going to be used." Another,
lady said she objected to an apartment
house locating on a street that has
primarily houses.
Commission members Tuesday
evening unanimously elected W. A.
Franklin, who is in the geography
department at Murray State Univer-
sifY, to a repeal-Term al-6TIA1TriafroT
the commission.
But, because the commission could
have up to five new members on the
board next year, commission members
deferred electing other officers until
next year.
According to Murray City Planner
Steve Zea, three commission members'
terms expire this year-Howard
14cNeeley, Gary Haverstock and H. T.
Waldrop. Commission member Dick
George will take a seat on Murray
Common Council next year and
Woodrow Rickman, a city councilman
will be leaving because his term ends at
the end of this month. Rickman did not
seek reelection.
Hard Fought Energy Compromise
Worked Out; May End Deadlock
WASHINGTON ( AP)
Congressional negotiators say a hard-
fought compromise that would retain
federal controls on natural gas prices
but allow prices to more than double
over the next six years may end the
bitter deadlock which has stalled
President Carter's energy program.
The compromise was worked out late
Tuesday after nearly 14 hours of in-
tensive negotiations among a key group
of legislators responding to a personal
appeal from Carter to reach an
agreement before year's end.
Efforts were under way early today
to arrange a meeting with the president
to obtain his blessing on the complex
pricing scheme before he flies to his
home in Plains, Ga., for a Christmas
holiday.
Rep. Thomas L. Ashley, 1)-Ohio, who
was in touch with Energy Secretary
James R. Schlesinger throughout the
closed meetings among 10 conferees,
was asked if the president would
support the mpromise.
"My impression is he will," Ashley
said. "This is a well-balanced
package."
The continuing deadlock over natural
gas has jeopardized action on all
portions of the Carter energy program,
first sent to Congress last April.
When the full 43-member House-
Senate conference committee was
unable to break the impasse, the
negotiations were turned over to a
smaller group representing, the dif-
fering viewpoints in the emotional
legislative battle which goes back 20
years.
The compromise proposal now must
win 10 votes among 18 Senate conferees
who have been equally divided over
deregulation. If it does so, it could
finally clear the full conference panel
and go to both houses for final
congressional approval.
One militant opponent of lifting
federal price controls, Sen. Howard
Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, complained that
the compromise "might just as well Iv
deregulation."
Metzenbaum  estimated that the
compromise would cost consumers 143
billion through 1985, or 820 billion more
than the gas package approved by the
House. Ashley said the consumer cost
would be about $31 billion.
A key conferee not present during
negotiations this week was Sen. Henry
M. Jackson, D-Wash., chairman of the
Senate Energy Committee, who had an
illness in his family. Jackson's aides
said he would probably oppose the
proposal as being too generous to the oil
and gas industry.
But those who worked out the com-
promise said they expect to get enough
votes from senators on both sides of the
deregulation question to pull the
proposal through the conference
committee, which is scheduled to meet
Thursday.
The compromise. agreed on just
before midnight Tuesday would keep
the $1.75 ceiling, but alloy, prices to rise
over the next six years at a fixed rate of
4.5 percent per year, plus inflation,
which is now running about 6 percent a
year.
That means an annual increase of
about 11 percent.a year, a figure which
doubles the amount producers would be
permitted to charge for reserves of
newly discovered gas by December
1983.
Frustrated Man Invites USSR
To Solve W. Va. Bridge Dilemma
VULCAN, W.Va. (AP) -
Life hasn't been the same for
John Robinette since his
earthy remarks and knack for
publicity directed the nation's
attention to this remote
Appalachian hamlet.
Frustrated by the state's in-
activity over building a bridge
over the Tug River, Robinette
turned to the Soviet Union and
East Germany in hopes of for-
eign aid.
That prompted a visit from
a Soviet journalist, brought
giggles of delight from
Kremlin officials, and gave
Robinette the pothun he had





The Governor's - Council on
Agriculture has adopted a
resolution supporting the
transfer in jurisdiction of the




have been operated by the
Department for Agriculture.
By executive order issued in
October, Gov. Julian Carroll
transferred jurisdiction to
Murray State University and
the University of Kentucky,
respectively.
In a resolution adopted at a
recent meeting in Lexington,
the council noted the goal of
greater utilization of these fa-
cilities and called upon "all
agencies and persons involved
to work together to insure that
the diagnostic needs of Ken-
tucky's livestock will be fully
served."
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP )-
Mrs. Charles Jones of Lexing-
ton and Betty Hamilton Lowry
of Murray have been ap-
pointed to the Kentucky
Commission on Human
Rights, with terms expiring in
1980.
Gov. Julian Carroll made
the appointments recently. He
also reappointed Mrs. Betty
.Fleischaker of 'Louisville and
James E. Gayheall of Pippo
Passes to the panel.
Mrs. Jones replaces Brenda
Harris of Lexington, whose
term expired. Ms. Lowry re-
places Ewing P. Benberry of





The Christmas Eve Can-
dlelight Communion Service
will be held Saturday,
December 24, at 8:00 p.m. at
First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) with Mrs.
Margaret Porter directing the
Chancel Choir and Deacon Al
Marvin in charge of the
worship occasion.
This service of Christmas
carols, scripture readings,
poetry, celebration of Holy
Communion, and the lighting
of the Christ Candle sym-
bolizing the l.Aglit that is
coming into the world is
blended tobether to offer high
moments of worship, ac-
cording to the Rev. Dr. David
Roos, pastor.
The general public is invited
to attend and participate,
regardless of denominational
.persuasion, Dr. Roos said.
It wasn't long before the
West Virginia Department of
Highways announced that it
had been working on plans for
the bridge all along.
And there were spin-off re-
sults as well. Letters poured in
from across the country. A
Charleston civic club invited
Robinette to be guest speaker
at a luncheon. And an up-and-
coming independent
Hollywood producer wants to
do a "romantic-comedy"
about the-ofte time carnival
worker.
"I see it as an incredible sto-
ry, both political and roman-
tic," says Jay Weston, the
movie producer who
telephoned Robinette.
Weston's films include the
recently televised "W.C.
Fields and Me." He is also
working on a movie based on
Mary Hemingway's remi-
,
SAN ANTONIO - Airman
Darrell L. Foster, whose wife,
Deveen, is the daughter of
Mrs. Bessie M. Perry of 304
Pine St., laurray, has
graduated at LacKlantl A-FB,
Tex., from Air Force basic
training. The airman, who is
remaining at Lackland for
specialized training in the
secuilty police field, studied
the Air Force mission,
organization and customs and
received special instruction in
human relations. Completion
of this training earned the
Individual' credits towards an
associate in applied science
degree through the Com-
munity 1College of the Air
Force.M•rman Foster is a 1977
graduate of Murray High
7 Selgag.4
nisces of her late husband, Er-
nest.
As Weston envisions it, the
script will be a spoof of
government bureaucrats
stumbling over one another. It
will also contain a fic-
tionalized account of a
Russian woman engineer who
is sent to Vulcan to build the
bridge. Robinette falls in love
with-Vie-engineer in the
planned script.
Weston said he first read ac-
counts of Vulcan's problems in
Los Angeles newspapers over
the weekend. "I said 'it's the
best story I've seen in years."
A writer has already been as-
signed to work on the story.
Despite the attention,
Robinette is still worried
about the bridge. He fears the
state will build the structure
too far away from his native
town to do any good. A
spokesman for Gov. Jay
Rockefeller confirmed
Tuesday that public hearings
won't be held early next year
on a possible location for the
bridge.
Robinette, 41, says he hopes
to share any proceeds from
the book and movie with the
community, but only if the
townspeople actively join the
effort to have the bridge built
in Vulcan, a town of 200 per-
sons on the Kentucky-West
Virginia border.
"I don't want Vulcan to have
a dime out of this movie if they
let their bridge be moved," he
said. If they do allow it to be
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the pool, the government loan
program. Those phrases sur-
face every year when the bur-
ley tobacco market opens in
Kentucky and the seven other
states in the burley belt.
When hearing or reading
those words, you might
naturally assume that the
burley industry is in some way
subsidized by the federal
government.
But linking the word
',government" with price
supports doesn't mean the
industry receives direct
, sobsidies from Washington,
says A.R. Beckley, executive
secretary and treasurer of the
Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association.
The association, made up of
burley tobacco producers, ad-
ministers the price support
program through the Com-
modity Credit Association,
part of the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, Beckley said in a
recent telephone interview
from his office in Lexington.
We borrow the money from
—A
REUNITED — Judith Rosen Leibowitz, left, and her
daughter, Barbara Frey of Margate, Fla., embrace in the
daughter's home near Ft. Lauderdale. The two women
were reunited at New York's LaGuardia Airport after a 31-
year separation. Mrs. Leibowitz says she gave up her
daughter for adoption soon after birth. Years later, both
began searching for each other. It ended the day after
Thanksgiving. (AP Laserphoto )
-••••
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
Give him. a CAMEO
ASSIC
. the finest in leather!
VU. All
SABRE
Whatever the features a man wants in a billfold, Cameo
hot the model for him. Choose from these, and other
popular models .. each with famous Cameo styling and
craftsmanship. We have them in an assortment of quality
leathers, in latest colors.
Lindsey's Jeivelers
114 S 5th, Murray 753-164C
the government and we pay
interest on the money," he
said. "The interest rate
fluctuates according to what
the government has to pay on
the money they borrow."
When farmers sell their bur-
ley, the co-op guarantees they
will receive a certain price for
their crop. This year the sup-
port price averages $1.17 per
pound.
If the price a farmer is of-
fered during an auction
doesn't equal that amount, his
tobacco goes into the pool
operated by the co-op and he
receives a payment from the
co-op.
All this tobacco we get (the
tobacco which goes to the
pool), we have to have it proc-
essed and stored," Beckley
said. "Then we sell it back to
companies, dealers and so
forth. We then pay the govern-
ment back what we borrowed
originally.
'If we have a gain on the
crop, we distribute the gain
back to the producers. Last
October, we distributed $10
million back to producers in
Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, West
Virginia and Missouri.'
The Lexington-based co-op
administers the support pro-




FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — commissioner of the new Ken-
State Fire Marshal Bob G. Es- tuc ky Department of Housing.
ten has been named acting---The new agency, which will
include the fire marshal's of-
fice, was established Tuesday
by Gov. Julian Carroll.
Estep was sworn in imme-
diately after Carroll an-
nounced that he had signed an
executive order creating the
agency.
Carroll said the idea of
establishing the new agency
was not his own. It originated
in the General Assembly,
Carroll said, adding that it's
"high time" it was created.
A bill to create a Depart-
ment of Housing, Buildings
and Construction with
essentially the same purpose
as the new housing depart-
ment died in the 1V76 General
Assembly. Similar legislation
has been pre-filed for the
upcoming session. ,
Carroll said in a news
conference that he has not had
an opportunity to review the
legislative proposal. The
permanent status of the
department will be subject to
action by the 1978 General
Assembly.
Ire addition to transferring
the fire marshal's office from
the state Insurance Depart-
ment to the new agency, the
executive order moves the
Division of Plumbing from the
Department of Natural
Resources and Environmental
ProtectioqAo the new agency,
Carroll said.'
Other functions now being
performed by various state
agencies also would be as-
sumed by the Housing Depart-
ment as legislation is formu-
lated, Carroll said.
He cited electrical in-
spections, fire safety codes on
a statewide basis, sewer and
solid waste disposal, and the
creation of a major new
housing board as areas that
would fall under the
jurisdiction of the Wring,
Department.
The housing board, which is
not established in the
executive order, would be
represent industry and the
public. It would administer
policies of the department,
Carroll said.
The governor said he signed
the executive order rather
than waiting for the
legislature because he had
promised last month to act
before the first of the year.
He said it would provide a
"framework around which the
legislature can build."
He also said it would give
the fire marshal's office a
sound basis from which to
-operate.
Carroll said he has made no
final decision on a com-
missioner. Estep won't be
excluded from consideration,
nor MU he be encouraged to
seek the post, he said.
"We need to formulate the
whole department before we
decide on a commissioner,"
Carroll said.
Estep said in an interview
that he didn't expect his new
post to be "a great deal of ad-
ditional responsibility."
He said the fire marshal's
office has already begun
hiring new employees.
ilar organitation in Tennessee
handles the program in Ten-
nessee, North Carolina and
Virginia.
The loans from the govern-
ment are non-recourse loans,
Beckley said. "If you have a
loss, the government doesn't
come to a grower and say
'You've got to pay us back,'
Beckley said.
However, he added, "Every
tune we make a sale, the mon-
ey goes right back to the gov-
ernment to pay our debt on the
loan. Actually, the handling of
-The tobacco has never cost the
government one penny as far
as the principal is concerned.
In addition we pay millions the
government doesn't give us to
support ,the program with."
TALKS WITH THE PRESIDENT — Ailing Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D-Minn., and his wife,
Muriel, talk with President Carter at the White House recently. Later the Carters and the







holy message of Christmas. May the bright Star that shone over
- Bethlehem cast its eternal light over the world bringing all
people together in peace, good will and brotherhood. For thee
blessings and for your enduring faith and trust, we say thanks.
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give you a rain check for the advertised special at the special
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Non-Union Miners Are Encouraging
Layoffs To Draw Benefits ,Sources Claim
ASHLAND, Ky. ( AP) —
Two management sources say
non-union coal miners, hoping
--to--irvour-Toorroritstiotervristi
striking United Mine Workers,
are enouraging operators to
lay them off, the Ashland
Independent reported
By doing so, the non-union
miners would receive com-
pany benefits and unem-
ployment VW a
week, said the sources, who
told the newspaper they
wanted to remain unidentified
for fear of retaliation from
union miners.
ACTOR AND CHARACTER — Actor James Coburn
stands in front of poster of himself in character as private
eye Hamilton Nash at a party celebrating completion of a
new television niini-series, "The Dain Curse," in New York.
Series is based on a novel by Dashiell Hammett, and will be
broadcast next spring.
(AP Laserphoto)
But a Tulsa, Okla.-based
firm, Mapco, which has non-
union mining operations in
eastern KentuCky, CreiCribeti
the layoff theory as "a wild"
idea.
Bruce C. Wilson, a Mapco
Coal Division spokesman,
said, "That's the wildest thing
I ever heard. People are
usually looking for jobs and
$94 a week won't go very far."
One of the sources
speculated that the UMW,
which began a nationwide
'strike on Dec. 6, was asking
non-union miners to request
layoffs.
"It is conceivable the busi-
ness with layoff slips is the
strategy of the UMW to get
non-union miners to volun-
tarily stay away from their
jobs," he said. "The UMW
then has effectively stopped
the production of coal and they
have the bite on negotiators
and have a strengthened
position and don't have to
physically restrain workers
from the job."
When asked about the
allegations, Robert Carter,
president of UMW District 30,
based in Pikeville, Ky., said
he had "not heard anything
about it."
James R. Hayden, an of-
ficial in the unemployment
insurance division of the state
Department of Economic
Security said from Frankfort
that • non-union miners- were
filing some claims, but the
exact number has not been
determined yet.
Whether those claims will
be honored will be left up to





said their companies hadn't
issued any layoff Alips and
that they knew of no other non-
union companies that had
done so.
The second source said,
Not a lot have asked but a
number have filed for
unemployment insurance. I
have an idea it will be denied
for work is available to them."
The other source said, "Our
folks, when no pickets are
present,- have -100 percent'
turnout for work. When there
are pickets, we end up with a
reduced work crew.. They
want to work, but when there
are pickets they don't show
because of harassment,
possible jeopardy of their
person arid rock throwing."
ITrath-Dumpster Thefts Become'Crimes Of Week' In Ohio Town
COLUMBUS, Ohio ( AP) — swruner and Holt now has at
What's green, smelly, as big least 15 to 20 dumpster theft
se-it ven---and—probaiztr-rePerts—en his desk- Se
estimates the total value of the
missing dumpsters at $12,000.
What do you do with a hot
durnpster? Sand blast it, paint
it and ship it to another part of
the country, Holt said.
"There are markets all
over," he said. "The trash
business is very competitive"
That qualifies it for a local and people are always looking
program called Crime Solvers for ways to cut costs.
Anonymous, in which anyone Most of the dumpsters
who calls in a tip that leads to stolen are of the four-and six-
an arrest and indictment in cubic-yard size, Holt said,
the case gets A $1,000 reward. although some nine-cubic-
yard models have been taken.
One monstrous 30-cubic-yard
ckunpster — about the size of a
small boxcar — also is
missing.
missing? In Columbus, the
answer is a durnpster.
The bulky trash containers
have been disappearing
around Ohio's capital city so
often that police have named
dumpster thefts their "Crime
of the Week."
Columbus police Detective
Cal Holt said the dumpsters,
some loaded with garbage,
have been stolen mostly from
the city's east side and from
around the Ohio State Univer-
sity area.
The thefts began late last
Tenth 'Planet' Turns Out To Be A Comet
NEW YORK ( AP ) — What
was thought to be the 10th
planet in the solar system will
soon be classified a planetoid
and may be reclassified a
comet when scientists are able
to look at it more closely in the
1990s, astronomers say.
"Planetoid is the term
they'll have to use, unless they
want to make up an entirely
new term," says Charles
Kowal, the California Institute
of Technology astronomer
who discovered Chiron last
month.
Too small to be called a
planet, and far from the or-
bital track between Mars and
Jupiter that is followed by
most known planetoids, Kowal
called it a "mini-planet."
Chiron is believed to be no
more than 300 miles in diame-
ter, about one-tenth-the size of
tne smallest planet, Mercury.
The "mini-planet" orbits the
sun between Saturn and
Uranus, the sixth and seventh
planets from the sun.
Now Chiron appears to be
presenting a new mystery.
"Chiron's orbit is much
more elliptical than we at first
believed," says Dr. Brian
Marsden, director of the
Central Bureau for
Astronomical Telegrams in
Cambridge, Mass. The bureau
is part of the International
Astronomical Union, which









































































tune-up, anti-freeze, and a de-
icer in the windshield-wiper
reservoir for a car, van, or
truck to make it throught the
winter. It may also need
another set of tires, chains, a
strong battery, a catch-up on
servicing, and a collection d
emergency -equipment ant
supplies...just in case.
Your tire choice should
depend on how much you
expect to be out in the
weather, and on what kind of
roads.
Agricultural engineer
Blaine Parker, UK College of
Agriculture, makes the
following recommendatis_wa:
—Good tread on regular
tires helps on snowy roads.
Tires with a worn-down tread
are hazardous.
—Radial tires give even
better traction. Use them on
all four wheels. They perform
better because of increased
road contact, particularly on
curves.
—Regular snow tires on the
rear of rear-wheel drive
vehicles give better, control
and stopping ability than plain
tires on snowy roads.
—Snow-tread radials on the
rear and regular radials on
the front go one step better for
you.
—Steele-studded snow tires
are the safest of all, if you're
out every day on uncleared




Parker warns that you'll
lose this safety advantage if
you don't stay cautious. Drive
as slowly and carefully on
steel-studded snow tires as
you would on another set of
tires.
These studed tires are hard
on highways. Their use is
illegal in some states, but not
in Kentucky.
—Tire chains will improve
your stopping distance 50
percent over that of regular
tires and 30 percent over that
of a car with studded snow
tires. They'll get you in and
out of places where you'd be
stuck otherwise. But don't
wear out your chains on a
cleared highway.
Some new cars are un-
dercoated at the factory. This
puts a thick, tarry substance
on the underside. Otherwise,
it's vulnerable 'to road salt,
Marsden, who has done
computer studies of Chiron's
travels going back 4,000 years
and looking ahead for 5,000
years, says Chiron's orbit
seems to be more elliptical
than orbits of planets and
planetoids, and closer in shape
to the orbit of a comet.
"It would be a terribly
unusual comet, very large and
very close to the sun," Mar-
sden acknowledges. "We've




Many cars can't be counted sand, snow, mud and water
on when the chips are down. damage.
They won't start on a cold Check this undercoating. It
day. Icy and snowy roads send it's loose anywhere, it means
them sliding, or stop them water has gotten under it. Pull
altogether.ibey-stail-nut at- .7_1C-off- mid-paha the-exposed--
the most in times area Wi-th—rait-inhibiting
and places. aluminum paint, Parker
It usually takes more than a advises.
If it has no undercoating,
have a paint shop clean it
thoroughly, scrape off any
loose rust, and spray un-
derneath the body and fen-
ders with rust-inhibiting paint.
The rest of your car could
- probably -eel a rust-proofing
treatment too. This includes
spraying an oily, sticky
compound up inside all
double-metal parts, such as
doors. Auto shops also treat all
exposed metal surfaces. While
they're at it, have them sand
and paint any lightly-rusted
areas and patch, putty and
paint other places that might
Reed it
As -riniRr protecton
against rust, keep your care
washed and waxed, even if it
has to go right back out into
bad weather.
The thefts probably require
at least two people and a gar-
-Inge truck to hand's-the hefty
containers, Holt said, noting
that the four-yard size weighs
about 450 pounds and the Ida-




NEW YORK (AP) — Builders
of energy-conserving homes re-
port their houses are "selling
well," according to a recent
survey conducted by Owens-
Corning Fiberglas Corp.
Eighty-nine percent-of the re-
spondents, whose energy-con-
serving homes were completed
and had been on the market
long enough to evaluate market
acceptance, said their homes
were "selling well."
Captain D's.
Ibu get Owego' 
ot
delicious fish filet,
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Christmas Is A Time For Sharing And Caring
Christmas Joy TV Band Radios Give Fun
Shines In Us All eRun ToBusy Ones.
• The spirit of Christmas—it means many things to
many different people, yet it is alive and real in spite of
attempts to disclaim it, bringing to people all over the
world a time of joy, a feeling of brotherhood and a sense
of renewal—of friendships, love and hope.
Christmas for some is a deeply religious experietne.
For others, Christians and _non-Christians alike, it is a
joyous time to gather with family and friends, to send
cards and letters to all those we may have neglected in
the past year, and to shop for all the4ovely presents that
illjt temptingly under theirpc.until Christmas Day.
Most special list pita can make
Indeed, the Christmas sift list is a very special part of
the loving Christmas spirit—it's something different
from any other list of names in the world. It may be large
or small, filled in with everything from the practical to
the extraordinary, but every list of Christmas plans is a
very personal expression of friendship and love.
No mere shopping guide, the Christmas gift list is an
important extension of the joyous spirit of Christmas
itself—a time for caring, sharing, a time to stop and
reflect on a year's worth of memories and those who
made them special.
As we write down the
names of the friends and
relatives we wish to pre-
sent with our holiday
packages, we recall all of
the qualities of each per-
son listed. Christmas is
the time when every pre-
sent must be sppcial,
every package filled with
delight.
To find such gifts in-
volves,rnore than a casual
thought. In a sense, the
Christmas shopper places
himself ahead to Christ-
mas Day, to the moment
when the wrappings are
undone and the ribbons
scattered, in hopes of
finding just the right item
to light up a face and
widen a smile.
Spontaneous memories
The answers may come
to us as we drive to work,
while cleaning the attic CH: _
reading the Sunday paper.
Suddenly we remember
the look on mother's face
the day she spotted that
special blue dress . . . or
the little hints that dad's
been dropping all along for
a new rod and tackle . . .
or the extra attention the
young tomboy-turned-
teenager has been paying
to her wardrobe and the
-way junior's been spotted
practicing with a tie in
front of the mirror.
We remember a friend's
—favorite color, or fra-
grance, or how much she
admired a certain style.
We even intercept Santa's
letters on their way to the
North Pole in the hopes of
keeping up with St. Nick
in spreading Christmas
joy to the children!
A list this personal, this
loving and thoughtful, re-
quires a great deal of plan-
ning, needless to say.
Plan early for your
Christmas gift buying, so
that you can be certain the
presents you select will
carry with them that spe-
cial message of thought-
fulness and love. Even the
best plans can use some
help.
This year's offerings for-
Christmas are better than
ever, combining the beg_
of rich, nostalgic, rom-A-
tic items with an array of
modern wizardry to set
the head spinning!
It's the perfect year for
all the special women in
your life—mothers,
wives, and sweethearts
will all appreciate the
WHILE VISIONS OF SUGARPLUMS DANCE IN THEIR HEAlr; ... Santa Claus
shares with two admirers a familiar yuletide [arorite before beginning his annual
visit on the night before Christmas, 1977.
The boy in the man could give the young lady
For the men on the list, in the house her own tele-
it's the perfect time to re- phone, or imagine gifting a
member the boy in each young man his first elec-
and every one of them! tric shaver!
There's a whole new line Teenagers also have
beautiful return. of ro- - of electronic games and definite tastes in music,
mance as seen in the latest__4Iev ices on the m arkel— —and While you may not
fashions and accessories- which are sure to keep him -know the difference be-
Ruffles, lace, silks and whiling away many a tween Rod Stewart and
satin are all making fash- happy hour in the year to Jimmy Stewart,--a look
ion -headlines, and what-. •come—new video games,— through their current rec-
prettier way is there to calculators, or a CB or ord collection and a chat
show her how pretty you police scanner for that lit- with the salespeople at
think_sbe is tie bit of Kojak in them all! your local record store
But pretty women are Men always appreciate should give you a fairly
also modern, liberated a gift in the apparel line, good idea of what's popu-
women and can use some and there's no time like lar and pleasing on the
of the sleek new appli- Christmas to give him a teen scene.
ances and gift items to fragrance set, one that
make life easier and more speaks especially for him Babes in Toyland
fun, and lets him know that he Children are always a
Open mind, open choices " deserves a little pamper- delight to shop for at
A calculator for a con- ing, too! - - Christmas, and this year
scientious home accoun- Teenagers seem to pre- there are more wonderful
tant, a dishwasher for the sent the greatest stum- selections than ever be-
woman who has better bling block in the planning fore to choose from,
things to do than dabble in of a Christmas list—or so
water, a hair styler or it would seem. There are dolls of every
dryer for the gal on the go kind for boys and girls
who wants the most from alike—dolls to cuddle And
her looks with a minimum Actually, teenagers are love, dolls to play grown-
of primping time spent. very receptive to just
She might even ap- about anything new and
preciate a new tool kit, or unique. They are very in-
even a power tool or craft terested in making a good
kit—it's amazing how appearance, so a gift of
many women would clothing—or better yet a
rather lie their own personal care appliante















GERALDINE, TERRY, MARCIA AND MIKE SYKES
up with, dolls to lead them
through all of their won-
derful fancies and fan-
tasies.
There are games for fu-
ture athletes and budding
Einsteins, and toys that
talk, walk, fly, dive,
laugh, cry. teach, tickle
and love.
As always. if you
should have any doubts is
to what would be most ap-
preciated, just listen in





lyweds or singles, stu-
dents or career builders,
relatives, friends,, or the .
gang at the office, re-
member that the most im_
portant part of any
Christmas gift islfietirfie—
and thought put into it by
you, the giver, and the joy
you'll receive when they
open the packages to say
. . . "Merry Christmas,
and thanks-so much!"
Home Entertaining Tips Perk
10 The Season Of Partying!
Holiday entertaining offers
every host and hostess the
opportunity to bring mit the
very best.
To make your holiday
hosting better than evcr, take
time to plan a few get-
together basics that will
guarantee a smooth-running.
fun and festive evening for
all.
Christmas homes are laden
with every sort of treat and
"goody" imaginable.
Pull out all of the candy
dishes, compotes, cheese
boards and nutcrackers so
that your guests will be sur-
rounded by generous help-
ings of Christmas delights.
- ,Place dishes of candy,
bowls of nuts, plates of
cookies and crackers near
every chair..
Flor an added bit of "enter-
taining psychology," keep
the treats separated: don't
put a little bit of everything
everywhere. This is a great
way to keep people mingling.
As they move from the
cheeses to the candied fruit,
your party conversation,will
move and flow without ef-
fort!
If you're planning a whole
evening of entertaining,
don't rush things in a well-
intentioned attempt to keep
the canapes hot and the bread
crusts crisp!
From first cocktail to last
DESK CLOCK by Howard
Miller gives the time in.
stantanco'usly and au-
tomatically in 53 ke,
global locations. Batter,
operated clock also hull-
• -Cates daylight anal night-.. •
z-r-time hours Ann shows In-
Hatc- 1,1n1..
coffee, keep your hosting
pace slow and loose—no one
should have to interrupt a
good conversation to come to
the table and get a piece of
pie!
Have everything prepared
so that your guests set the
pace—then relax and have a
good time, the best thing any
host..or hostess can do!
Everyone-has known the
frustration of missing an im-
portant or interesting televi-
sion program because they
had to be someplace where a
TV set was just not available.
That doesn't have to be the
case anymore.
Now you can listen to your
favorite television shows vir-
tually anywhere with a TV
Band portable radio. These
-convenient- units permit- you
to take the sound of VHF
television channels '2-13
wherever you_go,_
If you have to work late on
Monday night, you don't
have to worry about missing
the kick off of Monday Night
Fobtball. With a portable TV
Band radio, the game ..gekes
with you.
Maybe you want to know
wh41's happening in your fa-
Voilfe soap opera but having
a television at work is a bit
awkward; no problem with
portable TV Band radios.
Take one to work, and stay
tuned in to the latest devel-
opments.
General Electric makes six
radios with the TV Band that
bring the action of channels
2-13 to you anywhere, any-
time. The latest is Model
7-2927, a compact FM/AM
radio with TV Band that is
the size of the standard port-
able radio.
Like all of GE's TV Band
radios, this unit features ver-
nier tuning, can operate on
batteries or wall outlets using
an accessory adapter and has
an optional earphone. ,
Now you don't have to
miss your favorite morning
news program because there
is no television in the kitch-
en. Take a TV Band radio
with you to the breakfast
table and listen to the news
with your breakfast.
If you have to work around
PERFECT FOR CHRISTMAS giving or getting .
GE's FM/AM portable radio with TV Band Model
7-2925, features vernier tuning, two-way power, ear-
phone jack and two built-in antennas for optimum re-
ception. This "goes anywhere" radio tunes the sound
of VHF television, channels 2-13. Manufacturer's
suggested retail value for the Model 7-2925 is $41.95
the yard, simply pick up a
portable TV Band radio and
carry the sound of television
with you.
General Electric TV Band
radios are designed to meet
all listening needs. Models
7-2925 and 7-2930 feature
built-in two-way power plus
FM/AM listening along with
VHF TV channels 2-13 and
have two antennas, (a ferrite
rod for AM and a telescopic
whip for clear reception on
the FM and TV Bands). They
have a manufacturer's sug-
gested retail value of $41.95
and $51.95 respectively.
The "Super Seven" from
GE brings you the sound of
FM and AM radio, CB, pub- ,
lic service, aircraft and
weather from local NOAA
stations as well as VHF tele-
vision stations'. It has a man-
ufacturer's suggested retail
value of $81.95.
There is also a General
Electric radio cassette re-
corder, Model 3-5222, which
is a full feature cassette
player recorder, with
FM/AM radio and television
sound so you can record TV
sound right off the air. The
manufacturer's suggested re-
tail value of this radio cas-
sette recorder is $104.95.
For the bedroom, GE
makes a full-feature digital
clock radio, which wakes
you to music, alarm or the
sound of your favorite VHF
TV channel. All this in GE's
Model 7-4460 has a manufac-
turer's suggested retail value
of $71.95.
When radio drama is on the
air the listener uses imagina-
tion to paint a picture of the
action and it is the same with
TV Band radio. If you can't
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Scientists Baffled Over 'Airquakes'
PALISADES, N.Y. (AP) —
High-altitude explosions,
some equal in force to a 100-
ton dynamite blast, have been
ttIerchg —Wsnaows' alst
scaring residents from
Connecticut to South Carolina.
The explosions have scientists
baffled.
acoustical research at Colum-
bia University's Lamont
Laboratory here, said, his air
giessure*sswiLnagat. has
Mected seven separate ex-
plosions. Two blasts on Dec. 2
and five more last Thursday
made readings on air pressure
instruments, he said.
William Donn, who conducts He said the explosions _were
Closes Rural Post Offices
much too violent to have been
caused by supersonic aircraft.
A Pentagon spokesman said
defense officials had no
luidwledge of the booms and
knew of no military tests that
could have caused them.
"It's amazing that
something like this could
happen without anybody
knowing about it," Donn said.
Postal Smite At It Again
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Eagle City, Okla., may not be
such align flier soon.
Such towns as Eagle City
may be without their money-
losing post offices shortly as a
result of regulations taking ef-
fect today. The new rules
allow the Postal Service to
close -offices again after a
moratorium that had been in
effect since July 1, 1976.
The Eagle City Post Office
serves 14 customers. Last
year it took in $708, but cost
$11,972 to operate. The
American public made up the
difference through their postal
rates and income taxes.
This rural post office is one
of thousands that are losing
money. The Postal Service
has been eyeing them for
years, but rural congressmen
have pressured the agency to
keep the facilities open,
leading to the 17-month
moratorium on closings.
Under a law passed by Con-
gress, the Postal Service can-
not close a rural office merely
because it is losing money.
The law mandates that a list of
procedures be met before any
office is closedand that ser-
vice as good or better be
maintained afterward.
In the case of Eagle City, the
Postal Service previously
found it could keep the current
level of service without an
office in the town. "All
customers are on the present
line of travel of a rural route
and can be served at virtually
no additional cost," a report
this year to the Postal Ser-
vice's ruling board said.
The Eagle City facility was
one of 231 scheduled for
closing before the moratorium
was imposed. The Postal
Service had said the annual
savings from those closings
would be $2.3 million.
Postmaster General Ben-
jamin F. Bailar has
repeatedly said there would be
-no wholesale closing" of post
offices and that each closing
would be considered
separately.
In the new regulations, the
Postal Service has guaranteed
that local residents will have a
chance to register their views
before any action. In addition,
appeals on any closing
decision will be allowed before
the Postal Rate Commission,
a separate agency.
The process is expected to
take four to eight months be-
fore any office can be closed.
The Postal Service will
allow residents to keep the
community mailing address
Student Group Nixes Cycle Helmets
FRANKFORT—The state
law requiring all motor-
cyclists to wear protective
helmets should not be
repealed, according to a large
number of Kentucky high
school students.
Students from high school
throughout the state discussed
the mandatory helmet law at
seven Kentucky Youth Traffic
Safety Advisory Committee
regional conferences held in
October and November.
The majority of conference
participants, 328 students,
voted to go on record opposing
the current attempt to repeal
the mandatory helmet law
during the 1978 session of the
Kentucky General Assembly.
Only 12 students felt that the
present law should be revised.
Several students favoring
revision also said that the
motorcyclist choosing not to
wear a helmet should not be
allowed to sue another
motorist for any head injuries
incurred in an accident.
Several of the students
attending the conferences-
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when- post office is closed.
Thus, mail will still be ad-
dressed to such places as
Smile, Ky.; thicken, Alaska;
and Zap, N.D., even if those
towns no longer have their
own post offices.
This was done because of
complaints that a town loses
its identity when its post office
closes.
One Postal Service staff
study found that ;490 million
could be saved by closing
17,000 of the nation's 30,000
post offices without hurting
service. This compares to a
postal deficit of $662 million in
the last fiscal year.
The explosions occurred
about 50 miles offshore and
were too high to disturb ocean
wave patterns, he said.
Seismic equipment at the
laboratory registered no earth
movements at the time of the
booms.
"What I heard was one loud
boom, arid the house sort of
shook," said Joseph Manger,
a police officer in Bamegat
Township, N.J., of the Dec. 2
incident.
Donn said people on the
South Carolina shore, where
one of Thursday's explosions
was felt, told him the boom
shook their homes and in some
cases broke windows.
Donn said employees at the
Oyster Creek nuclear power
plant in southern New Jersey
heard the Dec. 2 explosion.
"They thought it was an
earthquake," he said.
The exact locations of the
explosions remain as
mysterious as their cause,
Donn said. Simultaneous
readings from separate
locations would be needed to
pinpoint the location but no
other research facility in the
nation has atmospheric in-
struments as sensitive as
those at Lamont, he said.
If Using A Fireplace
It Pays To Know Wood
Millions of Americans are
warding off the chill of long
winter nights with roaring log
fires. Consumers will find it
pays to know something aboir.
the wood they burn.
Fireplaces seem to be grow-
ing in popularity. A
spokesman for the National
Association of Home Builders
said Census Bureau figures
show 58 per cent of all new
homes built in 1976 had at least
one fireplace, compared to
only 37 per cent in 1972.
A growing number of people
also are using firewood in
wood-burning stoves. Since
stoves are more efficient than
fireplaces the price of the
wood burned in them becomes
competitive with that of other
fuels.
But it is also important to
realize that fires in fireplaces
waste energy. As much as 20
per cent of the air in yolk
house can be pulled up the
chimney in an hour when a
fire is burning.
Unless you install special
equipment, more than three-
fourths of the heat produced
by the fire will go up the
chimney.
To select the right firewood,
you must take into cons-iera-
tion the size of pitir fireplace
and the type of fire you want.
The best fires come from a
mixture of woods.
Softwoods like pine, spruce
and fir catch fire easily and
burn quickly with a hot flame.
They are good to use to start
your fire, but a blaze made en-
tirely of this kind of logs needs
constant replenishment or it
will burn out rapidly. Your ex-
pensive woodpile also will dir •
appear quickly.
For a long-lasting fire, you
should choose denser hard-
woods like ash, beech, birch,
hickory, maple and oak. They
burn with a shorter flame than
softwoods but last longer. Oak
gives the most uniform flame
and provides steady, glowing
coals.
Logs from . fruit and nut
trees such as apple, cherry,
hickory and pecan give off a
pleasant aroma when burned.
Add some of these after you've
got your fire going.
Most wood will not burn well
unless it is dry. The easiest
way to make sure the wood is
properly seasoned is to buy it
several months before you use
it. If this isn't practical, look
for wood with cracks In the
end pieces; fleshly cut wood
will have tight, solid ends with
visible sawmarks.
The most common measure
of firewood is the standard
cord which measures eight
feet by four feet by four feet or
128 cubic feet. A standard cord
of dense, dry hardwood
generally weighs about two
tons and provides as much
heat — assuming none of it is
wasted — as a ton of coal, 150
to 175 gallons of heating oil or
24,000 cubic feet of natural
gas.
Few people Imp eight-or
four-foot logs so most deniers
cut the wood into inallor
lengths and sell it in
something called a face cord.
A face cord of 16-inch lengths
is one-third the size of a full
cord. Look for a cord that is
tightly stacked without large
gaps between the logs. If you
buy according to weight in-
stead of volume, look for the
driest wood. Don't pay for
.extra water.
Prices — and the amount
tyou need — vary widely
•
depending on where you live
and how often you have a fire
going. If you buy a hard wood
and light a fire only once or
twice a week, a face cord
equal to onethird a standard




ching band trumpeter wears
the works against the cold —
ski mask, gloves, parka, and
wool cap — at NFL game
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Just saying it doesn't make it so. We tell it like
it is, explain to you exactly what you're buying
and what it's worth. Indeed, we guarantee it.
What's more, our credit plans enable you to buy
now, with no money down, and spread the payments
over one or more years. A fair shake, isn't it,
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HUNDREDS OF Diamond Earrings And Diamond Pendants
ON Entire Steck
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CHOOSE YOUR PAYMENT PLAN
• 11 Or 14 Month Budget Plan • No Interest 90 Day Plan
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RED BOX 48 TABLETS













































*AFTER SHAVE LOTION 4 oz.












































Model 11092 & 1.1094
$1169
BRING YOUR HOLIDAY FILM
TO SAY-RITE!
NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE
THE LOWEST PRICES
IN THIS AREA ON FILM
PROCESSING
BUT MORE IMPORTANT. ..
SAVE-RITE ALSO GIVES YOU
TWO PRINTS OF EACH
NEGATIVE!
IN OTHER WORDS,





























































"Nre-01-411  PLUS 6
-KU RUS CLEANSER
Li 5.75 oz.
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1 QT. COVERED SAUCEPAN
2 QT. COVERED SAUCEPAN
10 IN. FRY PAN
41/2 QT. DUTCH OVEN
8 PIECE CLUB ALUMINUM SET

































PLUS — A $10.00 REBATE DIRECT
FROM G.E. WITH COUPON FROM STORE
PLUS A S10 00 REBATE DIRECT




• GE Touch 'N Curt Mist or Dry Curler Model CS-1 with Wave Comb
• • Cool tip end lets you guide Touch 'N Curl for tendrils, lips. curls
• Mist reservoir can be filled directly from faucet e
• Convenient one-hand mist and curl operation on corrtfort designed$13.98 handle
• 'Ready dot' clamp tells you when unit is ready for styling
VALUE • Release portals all around barrel let fine mist penetrate hair
• Hi or lo temperature settings — pick the one best suited to your
hair
• Non stick coating on both barrel and clamp heips finished curl silo
'ree
• Safety roll pedestal helps protect furniture from barrel hest








INCLUDES BATTERIES & AC ADAPTER







PRICES GOOD THRU DEC. 24, 1977





• Individual controls for tuning 4
PS(hi)VHF frequencies in
150-174 MHz range.
• Tune and retune anytime. No
separate crystals required.
• Manual advance control.
• By-pass switch on Channel 4
allows monitoring of continuous
broadcasts such as weather.
• Operates on 6 "AA" size





1 QT. COVERED SAUCE PAN
2 QT. COVERED SAUCE PAN
10 INCH FRY PAN
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Editor's Note: The following
letters to Santa Claus at the
North Pole come from second
grade students at elementary
schools in Murray and
Calloway County. After
receiving the letters and
Letters To Santa
Dear Santa Claus
I want a Bady heart Beat. I




Thank you for the toys you
gave me lats year. I would like
a house for my Charlie's
Angels dolls and a Wonder
Woman doll. Say Hi to






good wishes to orn
HAZEL CAFE .
Christmas dinner will be served on Christmas Eve. We will
be closed Saturday and Sunday, so our employees may,














Santa sent some of them back
for publication in the Murray
Ledger & Times.
Dear Santa Claus,






Tuned up to sing your praises and say
thanks to our patrons for your loyalty and












I want a beat Horse good
christrhas tree. DECEMBER
MA Ry Beth Camp
North Elementary
Dear Santa





Super Star Barbie doll
bunny counts castle raggdy
ann bulletin board babt come
back Mickey Mouse roller




I am Jeff I would lik a















I want a Mickey Mouse




I want a pony I want a
Teddy Bear I want a cat I
want a doll I want a dog I want
a candy canes I want a sled I
want to move quick I want a
rabbit I want to go to





I want a blue motorcycle I









lw want a toy gun and I want a




I want a motorcycle and a
Go-Kart and a dog and drum

















Dear santa I love you I thank
you for the toy's I want toy's
here's my- LiNt I want these
baby this and That and a baby
come back and street skates a
blue jean's
Love Lori The End
Carter Elementary
Dear Santa Claus,
I want you to bring rudolph
the red nose rain deer. I want
a Farrah Fawcet doll and I
want skates too.
Dove Gidget Vaughe
and Mama and Daddy.
Carter Elementary
Dear Santa Claus,
I want a football and a
sweatsuit jaws game and a





this is the thes thans I Want
Christmas horse and Mini
Bike and horse powr and gun
and sphot rod and lit guitar




I Love your Toys but I Like
cookes. and, a gun and a





I want a Go-Kart. horse
power I have been good Dear




I want Mini Bike and a guitar
and a Stretch Monster a Sp hot
rod. I hope theat I see you





I will like a operation game
sweatsuit Thank you I will
have some cookis for you and
Milk
Dear Santa Claus,
I want a Green machine I
want some Hot wheels I want
a jaws Game I want some new
shoes I have been good
Love Trice Sergent
Carter Elementary
Dear Santa, I Love you Santa I
will have cookies for you and
when you come will you give
me a dog and I will have Milk
for you. I have been good and 1
want a x-cel 75 and i want a





I want go Kart mini bike and
a Green machine and bicycle





Mini Bike Green machine the





I want some make up and
' some doll clothes and some
doll bottles. Love April
Carter Elementary
Dear Santa,
I want a horse for Christmas
















We love Christmas because
We get presents and toys
Game gun bike. Love Kim
Carter Elementary
May the blessings of
t he holy season fill







A partridge.. .a pear
* tree...a sincere wish
for your happiness..



















We Will Be Closed from December 24 until Jan. i
Hooks Wheel Alighnment
408 N 4th Street 753-6779
There's no time quite like Christmas
for remembering all the friends we





May you have a
Joyous and Safe Holiday
And A Happy
And Prosperous New Year
IntillrifTrintirEtZtV
Guy Spann Jack Persall
T. C. Collie
Louise Baker Prentice Dunn
Guy Spann
Realty
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore Street Phone 753-7724
5
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917 Coldwater Rd. 753-3880
.vinir floral and
Shrubberv Needs
S,stiopsis: The Pigwidgen refuses to
lift the curse unless Claus beats him
in a drinking bout. Tweedleknees







To you this year,
Brings every good wish





Chapter Murray Voc. School
Wishes to thank the businesses
and people for their help and sup-
port, and wish a Merry Christmas
and Happy New Year to all.
ISANTA artd the PIGWIDGEN1
By LUCRECE BEALE
Claus waited in the great hall
Patrick Tweedleknees crawled out
from under the table. "Where have
you been?" cried Claus. Tweed-
leknees lifted the tablecloth. Claus
CHAPTER SIXTEEN leaned over and saw a half empty
THE RACE 
vat of chocolate milk A hose led
AliLTAit 
from the vat to the urn the Pig-
the Pigwidgen stomped away ••so that was why the urn was
and all the pygmies withdrew to always full!" exclaimed Claus ad-
ponder the awful fact that their
mi'risnPgrelYci*selY," replied—the
king had lost. "And now our wits together have
twice defeated the Pigwidgen and
he must lift the curse."
But when the Pigwidgen re-
turned, he announced there would
be still another contest. This time
he would race Claus to the end of
the rainbow and the winner would
name his own reward.
Before Claus could protest the
Pigwidgen left the castle and raced
toward the far distant spot where
the rainbow ended.
The Pigwidgen had put on magic
boots which could take 100-mile
steps and when Claus had barely
started the Pigwidgen was halfway
there.
"It is useless!" moaned Claus.
He leaned against a tree and gasped
for breath.
At that moment one of the flying
reindeer appeared in the woods.
Quietly Claus approached him and
gently rubbed his nose. He climbed
Christmas
Greeting?





















Greeting our friends, old and new, and
wishing you Happiness and Joy at
o 0 Christmas. Our hearty thanks to all!0
O 13 a
0 °
• 0 • a a
O 0 0 0
O 0 
° ° 0 °
o o 0 ••























Claus, on the reindeer's back, soared into the sky.
on the reindeer's back and whis-
pered softly, "Fly! Oh, please fly
tne to the end of the rainbow!"
The reindeer soared into the sky
and in an instant came to earth at the
spot where the rainbow came to an
end. Hours later the Pigwidgen
came panting up. There was Claus
sitting on a rock. calmly smoking
his pipe.
"What kept you?" enquired
Claus pleasantly.
Now the Pigwidgen was mor-
tified and sunk in gloom. But when
they returned to the castle and Claus
demanded that all curses be lifted,
the Pigwidgen declared there would
be one last contest.
"And how do 1 know it will be
the last?" demanded Claus. "Al-
ways you break your word and put
me off."
The Pigwidgen led Claus out-
doors to a small round box in the
middle of the lake of ice in front of
the castle.
"This box holds all my sor-
cery"" said the Pigwidgen. "All
my spells, charms, hoodoo, hexes,
curses, incantations. enchantments
and witchcraft.
"If you can lift the box, it will be
yours and all my magic power will
pass to you. If you can't lift it you
will turn to stone. Agreed?"
Claus nodded solemnly. The box
was very small. Even if it were fil-
led with lead he was sure he could
- lift it if only an inch from the ice.
While the Pigwidgen went away
to call the pygmies to watch the
contest, Patrick Tweedleknees
rushed up to Claus and cried, "It's
a trick! The box is really the tip of




Thank you at this holiday season for your
friendship and understanding. May the Spirit of
Christmas light your way in peace and goodwill.
Purdom & Thurman Insurance
& Real Estate
407 Maple 753-4451
May your hearth and home be blessed
this Christmas. Thanks to our
loyal friends and patrons for putting
your confidence in our hands.
-
could lift it!" "What shall I do?"
groaned Claus.
The elf screwed up his face and
pulled at his hair and twisted his
ears. He was stirring up his wits.
At last he growled, "Go back to
the castle and delay things as long
as you can." With that he dashed
away.










413 S. 4th 753-9151
P,);w1 At‘..
tffr657' Have a <
Merry Christmas
T he beauty of Christmas
reflects the beauty of our
patrons. Thanks for
letting us serve you.
CLOSED 
SATMurray Beauty
. SUN. & MON.
DEC. 24, 25 & 26
Chestnut
Salon
Our faithful friends and ,patrons
hetL out high on our register.






the adoration of the Wise Men
the legacy of Love.
May these joys and treasures be youwat Christmas.
Thanks for your good will.
PAGE 108 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Wednesday, December 21 1977
& Elm St
Packed up lots of wishes
Wrapped 'em full of fun.
For a healthy, happy Christmas
And thanks to everyone.
Quality Service Co.
153 9290
It is with a deep feeling
of gratitude that we
greet our friends and
pray that the Blessings






Breaking out with hearty
good wishes for a Christmas
bright and cheery!
We're happy to extend




Letters To Santa Claus
Editor's Note: The following
letters to Santa Claus at the
North Pole come from second
grade students at elementary
schools in Murray and
Calloway County. After
xaats/ulag tba..lattax.x. and_
noting the students' requests,
Santa sent some of them back
for publication in the Murray
Ledger & Times.
Dear Santa, I want a train and




I want a doll and Barbie and
big bike I have been good. Tell





Kenlake State Resort Park
Aurora, Ky. 474-2211
Close From
2:30 P.M. Dec. 18, 1977 —






I want a yo-yo I want a
Christmas Tree I have been




I love you Santa, Rudolph
typwriter I love Jimmy Moore
North Elementary










I want stocking Jamie
Sommers I sled doll I want








I want a oscar Goldman ex-










Reflecting at Christmas, we give
thanks to our many friends.
111 ay you, our dear friends, be blessed
with a joyous Christmas filled with





for you and yours will
Dear Santa,
I want a brownie doll. I have
been good. I want to have
typewriter I love You Santa




I want dog want sled want
bring cake milk I have been
good. I want yo-yo I want a
bike the Elves get busy I want




I want a doll, and a
typewriter, sled and yoyo.
Christmas tree Santa and a





I want a yoyo and a sled. I




I want a carpenter set six
Million Dollar Man race car
track Emergency set I have
been good. Shane Black
North Elementary
Dear Santa,
I want a doll and a Town
house and a Barbie doll. and a
yoyo. I love Christmas.
I want to bring you a Cookies.





I want a sled I have been









Santa come to my house.




I want Baby come back I





I want a doll and I want a
book and I want a Kitten and I
want Count's Castle Super
mouse trap starbie game
game and I want a house
bunny My name is Valerie




I'm a Bood Boy, Lone
Ranger
North Elementary
Dear Santa, I want a brownie ,
doll and a typewriter. I a17
going to bring you some  
cookies and milk I lan(Santa.  




I want a race car track and





I want a race car track and
Six Million and a Stretc




I love Santa I want a race
car track, and I love Christ-





I want a horse I want a Jaws
game I want a bionic woman
Mitzi Scott
North Elementary
I am a good girl
•























it ninnys be filled with an
abundance of beautiful
things.. Thanks.
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707
-Our business os helping people
Evenings:
Nelson Shreat 759-1716
,,,.Marie Nicks 759-1056 
Our Yultide greeting
To vo-u—thig- yercr; 
Brings every good wish
Jr joy and good cheer!
A MERRY,v0
MERRY
South 4th Center 753,366o
Please accept the sincere thanks of the ilurrav Rotary Chao
.for the outstanding support and cooperation of so notav
which made the Rotary Christmas parade a stscces.s.
Our Rest wishes for a most pleasant llolidav Seasion
Murray Rotary Club





WHALE OF A BUSINESS!
VAIALING IN THE NEw WORLD WAS STARTED IN
SOUTNAMPTON, N v. IN 1044. TDmiNSPEOPLE MADE A
SUCONESG OV CUTTING uP AND i&LLING






1146 FIRST GOLD NUGGET FOUND
is AMERICA WAG UNEARTHED IN
NORTH CAROUNA IN 1799!
4
IN - .*Nit -f *.ii•
r • 1
I, 04 ,fi4,1  
r
60 FOR 61120ICS
rHATS WHAT YOU CAN 00-
GO FOR BROKE-/F rOu
CCw I" TAKE CARE Cr THAT
RAINY D4V POSS/SIL/TY.




siGN UP FOR THE
1:14YR#01..L S4II/A65a.4N
WHERE YOU 14CRK AND
STAY OUT OF 71141
wEATNER f



















































































































FROM ELEGANT TO SENTIMENTAL-Almost any
item of historical interest which is now hidden away in
an attic, garage or basement Could be restored, displayed
and preserved forever by the Kentucky Historical
Society. Something which no longer fits into your home
could bathe one thing the society is looking for to go'in
-dna orthe-stse ifeW-TdOttrfltr belderettlb vie -history
museum.
"The recently completed Victorian Room is an example
of how changing the exhibits will better utilize the
museum's olleclions,"-eXplairied Bill Long; tfirafor.
"We are planning an Empire Room, a country store, a
room with Kentucky-made furniture, one with folk arts
and others."
Long registers and helps catalog the museum's incoming
donations, such as the sketches shown on his desk, which
were done in the late 19th century. Some other recent
acquisitions include a six-piece sterling silver tea service
owned by Gov. J. Proctor Knott (1883-1887) and a
clapboard dollhouse made around the turn of the
century by Henry Clay Epply of Dayton, Ky. If you have
something fo contribute to the museum project, contact
Long at (502) 564-3016. '
;•••:•:*
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P.O. Box 284, Erin, Tn., Mrs.
Mary F. Brittain, New Con-
cord, Harvey D. Puckett, Box
18, Dexter, Mrs. Loretta J.
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Murray,
James D. Hopkins, Rt. 2,
Murray, Miss Caprecia F.
McAlpine, Box 158, Sedalia,
Mrs. Virginia A. Heath, Rt. 5,
Murray, Harold Thoma, 4111/2
So. 8th., Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy Burkeen, Rt. 1, Almo,
Jessie R. SmOtherman, Rt.. 1,
Hazel, Mrs. Genella Wallace
Bogard, Rt. 4, Cadiz, Mrs.
Autumn L. Pool, 1620
IF '-IOU COME NEAR
ME A6AIN, '-IOU KNOW




Catalina, Murray, Mrs. Sarah
M. Moore expired); 907 Story,
Murray, Mrs. Zela C. Hurt







Jessie M. Cook, Box 104,
Hazel, James K. Hopkins, Rt.
2, Murray, Leland J. Manning,
Rt. I, Almo, Donald R.
Tucker, P. 0. Box 630,
Murray, Thelma Chadwick,
106 So. 12th., Murray, Harold
L. Hill, Rt. 2, Murray, Denisha
Hopkins, Rt. 1, Hardin, Beth
A. Schapiro, Box 6258 Hester
Hall, Murray, Diana L.
Chadwick, Rt. 5, Murray,





















HE DOESN'T  





















I POUNDED MY PISTON HIS











BIRTH OF THE GROOM.
A COINCIDENCE, DR.
AXEL, I A5515TE0






DID ̀ADU GET THE BONUS?
(k4
*U1'45-ta
Puryear, Tn., Paul G.
Hopkins, Rt. 2, Murray,
Morine M. Hart, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Debe K. Elliott,
Rt. 6, Murray, Coy R. Brent,
Farmington, R. C. Outland,
Rt. 8, Murray, Rowena J.
Cullom, 2103 Gatesboro,
Murray, Kathryn L. Langston,
1711 Melrose, Murray, Vera
M. Taylor, Rt. 1, Hardin, John
G Taylor, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Tames H. Blalock, 311 N. 10th.,
Murray, Guy Y. Smith, Rt. 1,
Almo, William H. Rogers, Sr.,
421 S. 10th., Murray, James H.
Smith, Rt. 3, Murray, Lula M.
Robertson, 4111/2 So. 4th.,
Murray.
THE BOSS WAS GONE-BLIT I
WOULD'VE IP I4Eb BEEN
THERE!
7ALL THIS PUZZLES ME, EXCUSE US FOR
SIR. WHEN 00E5 THE A MOMENT.
GROOM UNMASK? DIANA...








Larry E. Salmon, Box 19,
New Concord, Michael A.
Jones, 3621 Bunker Hill Dr.,
Indianapolis, In., Clifton L.
Jones, Rt. 7, Murray, Otis E.
Workman, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Mary P. Taylor, Rt. 2, Wingo,
Mrs. Doris A. Clement, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tn., William B. Mellon
III, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Rhonda Jones, 3621 Bunker
Hill Dr., Indianapolis, In.,
Harlon Black, Rt. 1, Far-
mington, Marion B. Collins,
Rt. 3, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Irene
Hopper ;expired), Rt. 1,
Almo, William T Burton






Baby Girl Belcher (Linda),
Rt. 3, Benton, Baby Girl
Tucker (Sandra), 1108 Brooks,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Melisa L. Stark, Rt. 2,
Murray, Mrs. Eva M. Smith,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Wanda F.
Morgan, Rt. 6, Murray, James
G. Call, Rt. 2, Paris, Tn., Miss
Connie M. Pierce, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Mrs. Merlyine
Henderson, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Mrs. Teresa A. Mathis, Rt. 3,
Benton, Mrs. Rose E. Red-
mon, Rt. 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Pamela Woods, Rt. 6, Murray,
Mrs. Verna L. Sholar, Rt. 1,
Hardin, Wiley P. Outland, Rt.
8, Murray, Mrs. Mable Creed,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Linda
Parker, Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Augustus L. Jackson, Rt. 8,






Baby Girl Thorn (Mother
Hope), Rt. 5, Murray, Baby
Boy Vance (Mother Krista ),
Rt. 1, Murray, Baby Girl
Eldridge (Mother Betty), 511
S. 4th., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Clayton W. Adams, 602 Vine,
Murray, Mrs. Lucy M.
Mannon, Rt. 3, Paris, Tn.,
Johnny W. Henson, Rt. 2, Bx.
208, Murray, Mrs. Marilynn
Redden and Baby Girl, Rt. 3,
Murray, Bill E. Rollins, 1114
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Georgia
L Johnson, 1608 Magnolia,
et 0.6
Murray, Mrs. Vickie J. Jones,
Rt. 1, Bx. 251, Mayfield,
Michael White, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Wanda L. Dick, Rt. 7,
Murray, Ronnie L. Merrell,
Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tn., Wade E.
Green, Rt. 2, Hazel, Grover C.
Wilson, 1000 Payne, Murray,
Mrs. Lillie Outland, 810 S. 9th.,
Murray, Mrs. Dean Childress,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Carl Ray, Fern
Terrace Lodge, Murray, Mrs.
Daisy A. Kemp expired),( 1600
Ryan, Murray, Mrs. Ruby R.







Mrs. Mildred G. Colson, 808
Bagwell, Murray, Mks. Chiloe
A. French, Rt. 5, PaIgs, Tn.,
Darren E. Robertson, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn,, Mrs. Fannie D.
Bazzell, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mike Williams, Box 7532 White
Hall, MSU, Marty,L.
Williams, 502 S. 11th., MdriOte,
Mrs. Sue B. Hall, Box 233,
Puryear, Tn., Ricky Nance,
1208 Main Apt. 2, Murray,
Robert M. Taylor, 206 Maple,
Murray, Mrs. Robbie L.
Knipp, 1304B Olive Blvd.,
Murray, Everett D. Whitson,
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Ouida M.
Tucker, 1807 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Hardeman G. Bucy,
Box 241, Puryear, Tn., Mrs.
Amanda M. Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Myrtle Mc-
Pherson, Rt. 1, Sedalia, Mrs.
Lillian C. Hutson, 604 Ellis
Dr., Murray, Aaron E.
Chapman, 209 Woodlawn,
Murray, Kenneth E. Smith





Baby Boy Brunun (Mother
Anne), 611 College Cts.,
Murray, Baby Girl Nall
(Mother Rita), RL:6,- Paris,
Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Ruby E. Lampkins, Rt.
1, Hazel, Mrs. Sheri A.
Latimer, 1503 Kirkwood,
Murray, Rugh E. Pennebaker,
Box 153, Wickliffe, Mrs. Susan
L. Pickel, 900 Joe Creason Dr.,
Benton, Mrs. Evelyn D. Vick,
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Dickie E.
Wyro, 16191/2 W. Main,
Murray, Miss Cindy L. Sen-
tell, Box 6702 Elizabeth Hall,
MSU, Rebecca A. Fox, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Belinda S. Mitchuson,
702 Broad, Murray, Debra S.
Radford, 109 Regents Hall,
MSU, Travis S. Wilson, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tn., Billy R. Riley, Rt.
6, Murray, Mrs. Marion G.
Lucas, 17 Marion Lane,
Hamlin, Mrs. Hazel W. Pat-
terson, New Concord, Mrs.
Mildred L. Jones, 507 Whit-
nell, Murray, Cecil L. Davis,
Rt. 2, Dukedom, Tn., Waylon
Lefever, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.,
Mrs. Auda M. Thweatt, Rt. 1,
Almo, Jesse W. Jines, CR Box
5D, New Concord, Mrs. Edith
Hendrick, 1004 Walnut,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth H.
Marshall, Box 146, Hazel,




Bar a Big Bust
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by The Chicago Tribuns-N News Sod Inc
DEAR ABBY: I'm 25, happily married, and have never
cheated on my wife. My problem: Occasionally I'll go to a
topless bar with a few of my buddies. We have a few beers,
watch the girls dance, and then we go home. (Honestly.)
The girls do not coon around and sit with, 4s
customers-they just dance on the stage. There is no
flirting with the men. I've never met any of the girls who
dance there, and I have no desire to.
My wife knows I would never run around on her, but she
gets very hurt and angry when I tell her I've been to a
topless joint.
I take her out often, and have invited her to come along
to prove it's not the kind of place where the girls mingle
with the men, but she won't come with me. I've even
offered to take her to a place where the men take off their
clothes, but she says she's not interested.
She's alwams been unhappy about the smallness of her
bust, even though I've tried to convince her that I'm
satisfied with her the way she is. She insists that I go to
topless bars because I prefer bit-busted girls. It's not true.
Besides, some of the girls aren't any bigger than she is.
Abby, is it wrong for a man to enjoy looking?
ORDINARY GUY
DEAR ORDINARY: No. In fact it's normal. Men (and
women, too) have enjoyed viewing the human torso since
the beginning of time. (Witness all the ancient nude
sculpture and paintings in art museums.)
Because your wife is self-conscious about her small bust,
her resentment is understandable.
Looking is not your problem. Talking is.
DEAR ABBY: I refer to two letters that appeared in
your column on the same day. One was from
UNDERLOVED, complaining because her husband of 20
years had lost all interest in sex. The other was from PAID
MY DUES-also married 20 years-complaining because
her husband demanded too much sex.
I didn't think much of your advice. You told them both to
see a physician or a sex therapist, then you dismissed them
with, "That's just another of life's inequities." In other
words you are saying, "tough situation."
Why didn't you put the two couples in touch 11Vith sach
other?
LESTER IN OAKLAND
DEAR LESTER: I never put a stranger in touch with
another stranger.
Some strangers are mighty strange, Lester.
DEAR ABBY: Four years ago I attended a shower for a
bridge. I gave her a set of four very nice plastic placemata.
The problem is she is still going with the/ same guy, but:
they aren't married yet.
I was thinking about asking her to return the placemata
because my daughter is getting married soon and she could
use them.
What is your advice?
WONDERING;
DEAR WONDERING: Forget it. The girl may marry
the guy.
If you feel left out and lonely, or wish you knew how to
get people to like you, my new booklet, "Hew To Be
Popular; You're Never Too Young or Too Old," is for you.
Send $1 along with a long, self-addressed, stamped 124







FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 22,1,77
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
Riven for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)er
This is a day for giving things
a REAL try. Just be sure you
are headed in the right direc-
tion. Discuss goals with family,
associates,
TAURUS
(Apr. 2110 May 21)
Mixed influences stimulate
your ambition and spirit of






(May 22 to June 21) noir-
This could be a day of great
personal achievement. Make
plans for attaining cherished
objectives, but don't expect the
unreasonable .
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) le (C)
You may be the recipient of
some "inside information"
regarding a business deal. If
your source is reliable, act
promptly.
LEO
( July 24 to Aug. 23)
Avoid a tendency to dodge.
obliggpons, to take off on
tangents. This is a day in which
you can only achieve through
stick-to-itiveness.
VIRGO
( Aug. ,24 to Sept. 23) "P%.
Car needed in technical -and
sciero:n ie matters. If you step
Icn gly, however, you can
net fine gains.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AEI
willingness to listen even
though you "know the answers"
will pay off in unexpected but
delightful ways. You can attain
nett' frlerick, prestige. ---
SCORPIO
Oct 24-to Nov. 22) science, nlusic, writing. Bit-
There's a tendency now to -thdate of:. Deems Taylor,
take off on tangents or useless composer, music ciitic.
ventures if you don't keep your
mind on immediate objectives.
Let moderation be your
keyword.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )eir
There will be more to this day
than is obvious at first, so dig
deep for hidden treasures, and
have faith that you will succeed.
Don't overshoot safe marks,
however.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Vt4
Some persons may act in a
manner not fully anticipated.
Do not let this throw you off
balance or offset your innate
tolerance and understanding.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Some planetary restrictions.
Be cautious in making 'in-
vestments, and DO control
emotions. Some situations will
call for unusual tact.
PLSCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 )(C.1
A suggestion to which you
have not given much previous
thought could, quite unex-
pectedly, open new doors to
progress. Pull it out of your
files.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a high order of
intelligence; are studious and
ambitious. Your goals in life are
usually lofty ones and you
generally attain them in out-of-
the-ordinary fashion. You are
extremely methodical and,
when instructiotis are given to
you, you carry them out to the
letter.. Your integrity and
trustworthiness are out-
standing. You like people but,
paradoxically, have a streak of
secretiveness and suspicion in
your nature which keeps you
from many friendships you
might otherwise en)oy. Try to
curb these traits. Fields in
which you could carve an
eminent Care*: education,
politics, salesmanship, finance,
DIVIF 1? R TM MURRAY Ity "Virg t TIWS 9^-^16-- 71 1977
The mayor and common council will accept bids
on Pick-up trucks for the Water and Gas Depart-
ments. Bids should be received in the City Clerks
..thaa-Wia-p.m.,-Viedweedia,4-440*,
18, 1978. Copies of specifications may be obtained
at Clerk's office, City Hall Bldg., 5th and Poplar
Streets, Murray, Kentucky.
AS OF DECEMBER 21,
1977, I, the undersigned
will no longer be
responsible for any





































• • • IP • ••
s $2 BUYS ALL OF THIS $2
• Our Introductory Offer
1 - Indian Head Penny
•• 1 - Liberty Nickel
1 - Buffalo Nickel ag-g
• 1 - Large Penny eng
5- WW 11 1943 Pennies*
. Cs- W.B. Pennies
• Betore 1920 ag.
1 - Wooden Nickel
M 1 - Cana. Proof Penny I
1 - 1968 S Penny (uric)
• 1 - Rare 1960-D Small •
Date Penny I.• •2 - S Mint Pennies
• Plus Free Twe $ Bill
Plus Our Free Gift• •
Plus Our Free Brochure
JIM MINN° & CO..
• Suite 5, Pike Bldg.
Viewmont Village
• Scranton, Pa. 18508 •
(717) 961-0203 •C
a it • • • 0 .
4 ,,....,,. •...„ ...., .........„..._ ..
Advert,sers or.
requested fo check OW





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
I.Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM
PTO' IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
NEED RIDE to Louisville
Christmas Eve will help
with driving and ex-
penses. Call 753-9903
before 9 a.m. or after
9:30 p.m. ask for
George.







Market, 3 miles West of
Dover, Tennessee rat
the Big Indian) has flat
sheet fiberglass 4' x 4',
all colors, thousands of
sheets. Also go by and
see Joe Bailey or Linda
Dill if you have any
article around the attic,
garage or etc...that you












4 miles from Murray)
FOR WATKINS
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
CITY OF MURRAY landfill will
be closed from 10 30 am
Friday December 13 until 900
a m Tuesday December 27
ERALD WALDROP
wishes everyone a





needy children of Ozark
Mts. in Ark. If you would
like ,to help- on eXperlpes
of fruit, call bMr. Creek-
mur at 489-2294 or leave
your contribution.--at
Ross Standard Oil
Station, 15th and Main.
She iiwites her Mewls re cell Me. ler av
eppeahneet.
753-3142
11 BEFORE WE GISCUS 1-012k6 15SUE9,
WHAT'S THE PRO T-00113ALL POINT
SPREADS FOR 11-i1S WEEK?"
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size
Wallets low as 24 cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
You'll find the happiest hunting grounds in the classified pages.
From individual homes to condominiums or even buildable lots,
efore you go runnin' all over the woods, first check the classifieds.
244A.
Our classifieds offer you this area's largest real sistate
_r
WILL BE BUYING fur
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on Tom Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,






IF YOU PRAY for
something you sincerely
need, will God answer
you? Only if you are
faithfully doing HIS
WILL. If not the results
will be as if you picked
up your phone and
began to talk without
dialing. You may have a
sincere need for a
doctor, policeman, etc.
But there would be no
answer. For Bible proof
read Colossians 3:1-25,
Romans 12:1-21, St.











black and white, 8 weeks
old. In Sherwood Forest
area. Call 753-8147.
LOST WHITE gold set of
4adies wedding rings in
vicinity of DeVanti's or








needed. Apply in person
at Minnens, Bel Air
Center.
SOMEONE TO BABYSIT
and do housecleaning in
my home, afternoons 5
days a week. Own
transportation and
references required.













business start ups, first
and 'second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-88 5-17 95
between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days a week.
"Now Would You like To Mind
Toter Own !tipsiness Nee
Tees?"
A smell business associate has
many business npportunuies
with an investment rang, ,f
22,500c , tow 650,000
In ma ,xases financing
available oh our credit and ex-
















only. Located in good
North Arkansas city.
Sales approximately






Will sell inventory at
cost and lease building.
Lakes area. Call 502-527-
1227.
BURLEY TOBACCO
poundage for 1977 crop.
Call 489-2126.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE
$15 and up per rick.
Delivered prompt
delivery. $12 per rick if
you haul. Call 437-4228 or
437-4346.
- SIX FOOT artificial
Christmas Tree with
'motorized rotating
stand. $15. Call 753,1670.









Model 500 or 507, while









SKIL SAW sale. Model
574, 714", 1% HP, $29.99,




stereo with 8 track
player-record and BSR










office desk. Call 753-0101
before 4 p.m.
SMOKE ALARM, battery
operated, by Water Pik,
$29.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
SKIL ROUTER sale, 1,2















replaced for $850. Must
sell on count of death.
Best offer or consider
even trade for 1973
Datsun or Honda Hat-
chback. In like con-
dition. Call evenings 436-
.5351.






Five speed. Call 767-
4255.
SAILBOATS 20 per cent
off AMF Sunfish and
Force 5. Free delivery
within 50 miles. Great
Christmas gift for whole
family. Ky. Lake Sails,
Highway 62, Calvert
City, Ky. Wednesday-




Lonardo Piano Co., ,






Fri S Sat 8-2 30
•Hoir Curs •Shaves
209 Walnut Street
Call this number after 500 to assure prompt service nest day. 753-
3685
Have a holiday fling in light
footed sling,. They'll brighten your
ovtAts with silvery shimmer .















































stored locally. Reported like
new Responsible party can
take at big saving on low
payment balance. Write Joplin







Avoid Costly Nye. bps.
Kelly's Termite
& Pest 'Control
Noe. snood epeneel rem




Roaches, Sliver F Ls!.
and Shrubs
24 Miscellaneous
WM= 26 TY Radix;
-€42144A-AbUMANUM settg—w
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
$54.95. Choice of color.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
BATH TUBS - Borg





THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
▪ to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
demand nationwide this
year has already caused
a snortage on some




SKIL HEAVY 1/2" drill
with spade handle,
Model 510 only $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
GO CARTS, 3 HP, $279.95;








Sale, all T.V.'s reduced.




save you money. All
service guaranteed It
pays to shop at Sissons,
Highway 54, 18 miles














414 all your fall
410 wardrobe
t Buckingham-Ray, Ltd.
• Dixieland Center - Free Gift Wrapping
it Open Till 8 p. m. Every Night
Sunday 1-5 p. m.













men, women & children
FREE GIFT WRAPPING
Open til 8 p. m. oightlx
ANTED A' RESPON:
SIBLE person to take up
payments on a 25" color
TV. J & B Music—
Magneox.Call 753-7575.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1968 COMMANDO 12160.
3 bedroom, nt baths,
well built, underpinning,
trailer pole and box.
Chest deep freeze. Call
437-4835.
19'74 MOBILE HOME, 3
- bedroom, 2 baths,

























29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for





16th Street. Call 753-
3855.
29 Mobile Home Rentals





31 Want To Rent
TWO BEDROOM house in
country. Call 762-2791 or
901-247-5559.











55 acre farm. $150
month. Call Lynn Waller
Realty, Cadiz, 522-8765.
36 for Rent Or Lease
TWO BEDROOM house
and 2 bedroom mobile
home. Four miles from
town, furnished cabin.
Call 753-6753.
39:55 le95 =Si IBM =Ss s109. zserrsi =Fs )..ssmss =A
10% Off
On Pottery
Having a hard time deciding on a
gift?
Why not give a gift certificate
from Fancy Plants.
AnY AinOunt Available
Store Hours through Christmas
11-6 Mon.-Sat., 1-4 Sunday
Dixieland Shopping Center
753-9668
NS4 TSB 3=.-1 ma 11551 9:CA mama ISS VA =3 Z53 =93 MSS 951 IBT4
EIZOITISSIN flat MINN SW Mi ES:5 MEC ii:59
Anniversary
Sale
Just in time for Christmas
Get Your Christmas
Boots at a discount
price and gift
wrapped too!















NEW HOURS MU CHRISTMAS
OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5
OPEN EVENINGS TIL 8:00
































WHERE PARTICULAR PEOPLE COME TO EAT
Sti EZt oat Nita rsa OK gullet RAVE= M. WE IC: SW IBM








Dresses, Coots, Sweaters, Blouses
Skirts, Slacks, Jeans. Tops Purses,
Jewelry, Robes, Gowns. Pajamas.
Lingerie, Scarves, Uniforms. Jum-
psuits, Gaucho Sets Dress Shoes,





Dr, u-7 town Shopping Center. Where you will find quality
er, dist at i reasonable price for the entire family.
411 11 gu I ill Ill 101 11i 0'1
31E313)1






rent, pasture land also
available. Call Mike
Brannack 753-8850
between 8 and 5.
FOR LEASE — Main
Street Texaco, 15th and







be ready for new home








$75.00 each. Will hold
until Christmas. Call 1-
527-9700.
AKC REGISTERED toy









on this duplex - Make 11-
13 per cent on your in-
vestment - also have
income property
available in the form of

















25 ACRES WITH several
beautiful building sites
and over 1300 ft. of high-
way frontage. Located
withing minutes of Ky.












bedroom frame with 21
acres of Calloway
County's finest far-
mland. Located only 8
miles east of Murray.
This farm is completely
fenced, has dark
tobacco base and barn.
Also a modern
farrowing house. Plenty
of outside storage, stock
ponds and cattle barns.
Call 753-3263, Wilson Ins.




home has 4 usable
fireplaces, 3 with an-
tique mantles. Restore
this home at a Minimal




Located in Hazel on a
large shady corner lot.
Priced right in the
Teens. Call or come by
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th., 753-
8000. - -
...X 'S.- m Save! Save!20 Mile
Free Delivery
Kent molly to quo D. b.. • U led me See C H•Ort •• me tool, r. peke* 1•11
re 24.60 eundoel Ile ell pre., fee ez• .weel Se" to. r•st Nee temSO Cues.
IWO ea he bei eto

























•HOSPIT AL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE




Perhaps you will find time to see this extremely
neat three bedroom home that is just waiting for
your family. Not much to do here as it is in tip-
top condition and priced to sell. Located nor-
thwest of Murray and just listed this week.





George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Paterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperod 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 753 4474



















*Complete Line of Parts I
L Accessories w le7













YOU GET A FREE BACK PACK




















located on deep lot near
university - priced in the





In Reel Estate '
753-7724
vet Sycamore Wormy, Ky
LARGE COMMERCIAL
LOT — Corner of US-641
and Green Plains
Church Road. Measures
1.74 acres. Adjoins IAN
Railroad right-of-way on
the East side. Excellent







9-9 Weekdays 1-6 Sunday
"Savings up to 50% & more











































Have a Happy Prepaid Christmas


























Open Friday Nights Tit 100 p rn
Murray, Ky.
753-3037
All kinds of Fruits, Nuts and Candies for
your Holiday Needs.
FRUIT BASKETS all sizes made up fresh






to 311 of ott from '
J & B Farmers
HWV Eact Market .
.t




of the season's wishes
are bound your way ...
from us! Be joyous, folks!
See Us For
Your
















Display some good timing on mantel or table This
traditional Concord clock boo electric pendulum movement
for secure, timekeeping; hand-grained Woodtone finish
case; floral accented dial with authentic looking keyhole;
lustrous front crystal 21"M x lr'vf • 4' ',"D
Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St










South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7511951
OVER 2500 sq. ft. living
area in this livable 2
story house located on a
wooded, secluded lot in
Westwood Subdivision. 2
bedrooms, living room,





house has all the extras.
Call for an appointment,
753-3263, Wilson Ins. &
Real Estate.
Purdom & Thurman






Realty, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at 753-
1222. Also if you have
been wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at Kopperud Realty
provide a complete
range of Real Estate
Service. Phone us today.











square feet of com-
fortable, well designed





private patio with gas
grill and we could go on
and on? Why not take a
look at this quality
home—it may be just
what you've been









Located on South 12th
Street. Ideal location for
restaurant, or any retail
business, This is a 137' x







List Your Property With Us
SOS MU. St. 753-0101













FOR SALE or rent - four
room frame house on 1
acre lot in Hazel. Call
492-8746.
47. Motorcycles
1976 YAMAHA YZ 250.
New tires, good shape
1977 XS 400, less than &OP
miles. Better than new
Call 753-7228.
1971 CR 250 M Elsinore
Honda, like new. Ex-..I 1111 MO! Rim/ KY - 753 3682 
- 
tellent condition: Imo.
Ma WO MI *SIM IMPIsellnlenit5S11315313•0111111 ‘0171•11 Con 49241511
•









The livality goes in before the name got-, ,H1























506 So 4111 153-1205 0











1 2 1 Bypass Ocrusion.tth.
real
Murray Ky.





























Boots & Shoes for every activity under the sun. 0
Olympic Plaza g
5-9 Weekdays. 753-9885 161'
1-6 Sun. Murray, 1%, 0
O





i'Men & Women i
CootsMen &Women
Buy 1 Pair Get




















































Machines v Holiday Fabric,,- Cabinets v Scissors g
I' Button Hole Attachments a
753-5323 .A Traciema 001 THE SINGER COMPANY
Af-A;V,-1t%V.At4,-AW.-14V-A
INSULATION

















eag 15 R TRF 04011114Y Ity tE9SER I T1RS!S Wedis+sy, Detegiber 21 1977
4a ILI adik. X 31E1" 31E 71:/
lady Aside= Style Mina Early American styling with adistinctive country look in a cabinet of Pine vencers and har-dwood solida,.overhang top and straight bracket brae: nelidethree-piece gallery Concealed casters H32." W 37" D 19f4"
25" Diagonal
Standard Features
rGT-Matic 11 Color Tuning






Hodge & Son, Inc.

























$29.99; 5 year guaran-
tee, $32.59. Maintenance
free 5 year guarantee,
$39.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
49 Used Cars it Trucks
1968 OPAL 1.5L motor
and transmission. Good
condition. Call 753-7349.
1976 PINTO, 4 speed, one
'owner, -excellent con-
dition. $2499. Call 753-
8899.
1973 VEGA STATION
wagon, V-8 motor. 1963




body. 1967 1500 CC
engine with tow bar
doors. All new tires.
Extra wheels. $850. Call
436-5404.
CHRISTMAS SPECIALS.
1963 Ford 34 ton truck,
$400. 1968 Oldsmobile, 2
door hardtop, $200. 1968
Plymouth, 2 door hard-
top-two to choose from.
Call 753-0170 McClures
Garage, 401 South 5th.
1475 DATSUN pickup with









condition. $375 firm. Call
753-7271 after 5 p.m.
1976 EL CAMINO, 8700




steering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
While They last Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 436-f1312 ITT/131311171TITITZTV741117! 2204.
-A-A'4-4-AW-AV-At4=-At-AW-A;4-At













Is alive and well in this colonial 4 bedroom home
and 100 rolling acres. Home was completely
renovated 3 years ago and has lovely brick ,
fireplace in large kitchen/den, 2 baths and lots of
space throughout. Acreage is all fenced, good
tobacco barn, stock barn, stable and other out-
buildings. A rare opportunity to purchase that
country estate you've always dreamed of






- Sill Rayburn 751 4474
753-1222
Geri Anderson 753 7932
BM Koppervd 753 1222
rif
49 Used Cars 1, Trucks
1973 3/4 TON Heavy duty





fecient service. No job





by saving you money.
Call 759-1820.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall




home or industrial. Call






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estirnates.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor








FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John







-satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"
106 alert Meal - 1S3-5315




Bowling Balls Bowling Bags
Up to $1 200 si I100ffo OFF up to lu OFFFree Drilling + a Free game)
Pro Line
' Golf Clubs '- Balls Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts and










r Roll Top Bread BOX
.'Picture Poster Raisin Racks
r Egg Coddlers -
r Salt Grinders
r Individual Cookie Cutter
r Glass Punch Ladles












Let us help you with






. Company Inc. Air con-






DO YOU need stumps
reniovektrom_ your La_r_4_
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,













ALL TYPES backhoe and
septic tank work. Field
tile lines installed, 28
51 Services Offered 51. Services Offered





getting those small 











•••••tity yew limare-- -
*Pot an iteil to palm**
(Overhang and eves on brick
homes)
For Free Niro/fel





TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
years experiencit----42N. Plicat daY
Licensed through Health  night 442-7026.
























84 4 ffif  9ANTN CORONA
k al
p; ••• Portable Typewriters much.: cases 
ett4
4 --Pee sets - Desk Accessories 44
# . 
i dito Many gift tems for that "Special" boss or tr,
ii secretary on your Christmas list' 0
4 4
4 TWIN LAKES dki4
gPP
A; OFFICE PRODUCTS to














THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As yo r t. °gin a lifetime together your beautifully
matched keepsake wedding rings are perfect fyinbois
of the love you share They are superbly styled in
elegant 14 carat gold Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to please every possible -taste
from classic. to contemporary, to avant garde and
to assure 'acting pride andvsatistaction
r'
fee Side Sewn Muggy. Ky. 753-2:35
WILL HAUL ANY type of
2, sand. Lime, sawdust or
t decorative rock. Also
z°11 free estimates on
el driveway and parking
SI lots. Call Roger Hutson,
AI 753-6763.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these'''.
high heat and coolink
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for., free
estimates.
GEORGE LANDOLT--
Tree Co. Full insured.













Very small. Call 753•;,
7595.
FOUR 6 WEEK old pure,
bred bird dog pups. Free;











$4.00 Extra If No Trade-In





3.12th Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center 753-11611
It's time to think
about remodeling!
I
And your kitchen should be your best friend.
Just think how helpful it would be to have






.411 I. Main • 242-1326Nauru 9 A.M.-Noon, 1 P.M.,3 P.M.
Saturday., A.M...1 P.M.
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SPECIAL PROCEDURES—Second grade students of Miss
Jean Cooper's room at Southwest Calloway Elementary
School recently participated in a swim program at Murray
State University. Kathie Grief at top is shown teaching
Leslie Erwin and Tracy Manning the correct procedures
used in diving,. At bottom Lawrence Cheathism is helping
Cindy Edwards and Michael Rice with a forward stroke
'Other class members participating were David Capps,
Melissa Broach, Laura Jaszcz, Leah Etherton, Marla Arnett
Dal Barrett, Cheryl Billington, Glenn Cole, Patrick Gupton,
Richard Hill, Kristy Knight, Michael Mattingly,. Brian Mur-
dock, Donnis Stagner. Tina Thompson, Stelihanie Treas,
Tracey Wallace, Robin Westerman, Greg Workman, Tony
Goode, Angela Newberry, Johnny Ahart and Miss
Cooper.
Let's Stay Well
Anesthetic Gas Hazards For
Medical And Dental Personnel
By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
Q: Mr. S. E. writes that his
daughter works as a surgical
nurse. He wants to know if her
exposure to small amounts of
anesthetic gases may later
interfere with her getting
pregnant and having a normal
baby.
A: Studies in recent years of
trace amounts of gas in
surgical suites in which
operations are done show that
small amounts of anesthetic
gases are present in the
ambient air in spite of an
efficient air conditioning
system that exchanges most
of the air at frequent in-
tervals.
A relatively large series of
persons who are regularly
exposed to such gas showed an
increase in sterility. Abortions
and congenital defects were
above normal among their
offspring, though the number
of such abnormalities was
relatively few. In other words,
protracted exposure to traces
of anesthf.tic gases during the
usual duty in a busy hospital
carries a mild occupational -
hazard.
Similar concern has been
expressed about the potential
danger to dental personnel
when they work about
anesthetic gases used for
dental cases. The American
Dental Association has made
a preliminary report which
states that the evideqse is
inconclusive at this tii and
recommends that no
regulations by promulgated




COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) —
Larry Flynt, who says he has
undergone a religious con-
version, has resigned as pub-
lisher of the sex-oriented Hus-
tler magazine.
Cynthia Johnson, a spokes-
man for Hustler, said Monday
that Flynt announced his
resignation at the staff
Christmas party Friday, but
withheld public an-
nouncement of the decision.
Flynt recently promised to
change the format of the
magazine to advocate healthy
attitudes toward sex and dis-
continue features that display
women as "pieces of meat."
Flynt says his conversion
came about with the help of
evangelist Ruth Carter
Stapleton, sister of President
Carter.
Paul Kras.sner, a West Coast
free lance writer, was ap-
pointed publisher by Flynt.
Ms. Johnson said Kra.ssner
was not associated with the
magazine previously.
ditional facts are obtained and
studied. For example, animal
studies may give information
which could be useful in
humans.
Because no substitutes are
available as anesthetics for
use on medical or dental
patients, and because the
gases are essential in modern
practice for the relief of pain,
no thought exists of discon-
tinuing the use of the various
gaseous anethetic agents.
However, the findings make
it imperative that additional
research be done to find a gas
with minimal ill effects. The
findings also ask that
anesthetic machines and their
use be improved so that as
little gas as possible escapes
into the room air and that air
circulation and conditioning
be studied to help to remove
the traces of anesthetic gas
from the environment
surroundings the workers.
When a patient has an
anesthetic, the exposure to the
gas is so brief that danger is
almost nonexistent, except to
the fetus, particularly in the
first three months of life.
Persons who choose to work
in areas where such traces of
gases are present have to be
aware that a hazard exists,
even though it is a small one.
WHO's WHO AT MURRAY
STATE—Kathleen Doyle of
Murray, a senior German
and English major at Murray
State University, has been
selected for the 1977-78
edition of "Who's Who in
American Universities and
Colleges" on the basis of
academic excellence and
campus leadership. The
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde L. Doyle of Murray
Route 6, Miss Doyle is a
presidential scholar. She is
president of the German
Club and holds mem-
-berships in the French Club,
P1 Delta Pixi, French Honor
Society, and Alpha Lambda
Delta and Alpha Chi honor
socipties. A 1976 recipient of
thi. $750 Grawemeyer
Award for summer study in
Europe, Mks Doyle will do
her student teaching in'
Munich, Germany in the
spring.
4
SWIM PROGRAM—The second grade students of Mrs. Carmon Parks at Southwest Calloway Elementary School
recently finished a swim program which was set up by the Recreational and Physical Education Department at
Murray State University. Mrs. Head, MSU instructor, was the teacher. Pictured, left to right, bottom row, Chrissie
Broach, Stacy Grubbs, Lisa Rexroat, Christy Rasperry, Tracy West, Tracy Henry, Johna Jones, Karin Elkins, Lori Wilson,
Elizabeth Caws, _Megan Cappock, David Lusk. Troy.Lickford: top row.. Kevin Fleming, Dustin Darnell-Ray-Dunn, •
Wesley Warren, Carey Lambert, Brad Houston, Tommy Vance, Mitchell Nesbitt, James Armstrong, ferry Starks,
Carey Alexander, Chad Stubblefield, Scott Haneline Amanda Batta,'Roger Miller, Chris Paschall, and James Dowdy
Not pictured ire Dena Tho,"-pson and Anita Tidwell -
Trapped Burglar Turns
Self In After 4 Days
rsObSIOrtIAPY roof of the shop lbws-
who says he spent four days in
a pawn shop attic after trying
to burglarize it has turned
himself in — saying he was
"sick, hungry and thirsty,"
police say.
Orlando Vasquez, 32, was
found Monday. He was
charged with burglary, and
held in lieu of $5,000 bond,
officers said.
The 5-foot-3, 105-pound Vas-
quez said he had been hiding
since Thursday night
when h an three other men
broke into the uilding. Police
said they a rested three
people a* the op Thursday-
night.
Stan Moore, manager of the
pawn shop, said a hole was cut
day night, and Friday, he
called a roofer and had the
hole repaired. Moore said he
heard a man calling for help
Monday, and Vasquez came
down from the attic.
Police said the men who
were arrested Thursday did
not -mention 8 fourth • com-
panion.
SPACIOUS STUDIOS
PROVO, Utah (AP) — The
motion picture studios at Brig-
ham Young University sit on 22
acres of woods and contain two
sound stages, a Western street,
shops an,4 a home.
There are 16 full-time and
five part-time employees in




- all come true.
The Entire Staff
Wishes Each Of You
A Very Merry Christmas
And A
Very Prosperous New Year
We say
"thanks" for your
continuing faith in us.
PARKER FORD, INC.
Seventh At Mein
Murray, Ky.
